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1. INTRODUCTION 

1A. The Standard Model 

Thii paper is based on four lectures on techniques and directions in elementary particle 
physics which look beyond the so-called standard model' 1 1 - 1 ' 3] of particle physics. This 
model is actually a collection of experimental facts, established theory, and some attractive 
but not established models and theories; all sot in a framework of relativislic quantum 
mechanics and conventional notions of space and time. 

•Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE-AC03-70SF00515. 
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The maio experimental facta are as foltows. 

» There are three kinds or elementary particles: the leptona, the quart*, and the 
force-carrying particles 7,W ±,Z° and gluoa, 

• Six leptons are known: the e,fitr and their associated neutrinos. 

• Five qu.irks arc known: the u, d, a, c, and b. There is preliminary evidence for a, 
sixth quark, the t. 

• Four fundamental forces are known: electromagnetic, weak, strong and g'svita-
tionat. 

• The phenomenon of CP violation occurs in the K meson system. 

• There are vast numbers of experiments which rule out the existence of all sorts of 
hypothesized elementary particles and other types of fundamental forces. 

The established theory is the beautiful unified theory of weak and electromagnetic 
interact ions.'A With the addition of some experimentally determined parameters, this 
theory classifies the leptons and quarks into three generations and explains all known 
properties of the weak and electromagnetic Torces. The experimentally determined pa
rameters include the mixing angles for the weak interactions of the quarks and the finding 
that to the best of our knowledge there is lepton conservation ill each generation. 

The standard model contains some attractive but not established models and theories. 

• It assumes the existence of the t quark. 

• The strong interactions are taken to be fully described by •** theory of quantum 
chrotnodynatmes (QCD).'-2 Yet this theory is not established the way physicists 
need to have a theory established,I1-4-1-4! When we compare QCD to Newton's 
laws, Maxwell's equations, special relativity, non-relstmstic quantum mechanics, 
or electro-weak theory, we sec that quantum chrotnodyaamlcs lacks many things. 
It docs not have a clear area where it con be applied; many olcuUticns are uncer
tain; it has few definitive, quantitative, experimental tests; and in many applications 
one does just as well with naive quark-gluon models of hadrons and hadronlc inter* 
actions. 

• An important part of the standard model of the electiowe&k interaction is the 
use of the Higgs mechanism to generate the W and Z masses. Tula mechinh.it, 
especially when used to generate fermion masses, raises more problems than it 
solves as presently understood. 
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All of these parts of the Standard model are set into a theoretical framework based 
an the validity of quantum field theory when applied to elementary particles. We also 
assume that space and time arc continuous, even at very small distances. And we assume 
a number of familiar symmetries: the conservation of electric charge, the conservation of 
four-momentum, and the laws of nature being independent of place or time. 

IB. Beyond The Standard Model 

The standard model has been achieved through three decades of major innovations in 
accelerator and particle detector technology, through a broad range of experiments, and 
through tremendous insights and progress in theoretical particle physics. It has been a 
revolutionary three desades. Yet the very success of this revolution has shown as that our 
work u particle physicists has just begun. We are now faced with fundamental questions 
which we can no longer avoid. 

• What is the mechanism which sets the nas«=i*s of the different elementary particle:? 

• What is the origin of the repetitive generation phenomenon? Are there more gen
erations? 

• Are there elementary particles which do not fit into the lepton and quark generation 
pattern? f*t' 

e Will quantum chromodyiiamies be the final theory of the strong force? *: . .'. 

• Is there a unified theory for the strong force and the electroweak force? What about 
the gravitational force? 

• How can experimental progress be made in connecting the gravitational force to the ' 
world or elementary particles? 

• Are there undiscovered fundamental forces? 

• What is the origin of CP violation? 

• Is quantum field theory the right framework for understanding very-small distance 
or very high-energy phenomena? 

1C. The Scope of this Paper 

This paper is based upon lectures in which I have described and explored the ways 
in which experimenters can try to find answers, or at least dura toward answers, to 
some of these questions. All of these experimental techniques &jjd directions have been 
discussed fully in other papers, for example: searches for heavy charged leptons, tests of 
quantum cbromodyoatnics, searches for Higgs partideb, searches for particles predicted by 
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Mipersymnirtrir theories, searches Tor particle; predicted by technicolor theories, searches 
for proton clc-ray. searches Tor neutrino oscillations, mono pole searches, studies of low 
lr.iiiF.fer m/>rci"itli>trt hadron physics at very high energies, and elementary particle studies 
rising cfjsniic rays. Each of these subjects requires several lectures by itself to do justice to 
the large amount of experimental work and theoretical thought which has been devoted 
Ui these subjects. 

My approach in these tutorial lectures is tode&cribe general ways to experiment, beyoad. 
the standard model. 1 will use some of the topics listed ID the last paragraph to illustrate 
these general ways, hut I Hn not have (he time to begin todojuslicc to those topics. Also, in 
these lectures I present some dreams and challenges about new techniques in experimental 
particle physics and accelerator technology, 1 call these Experimental Needs. 

Of course, our hones of answering some of the fundamental questions depends Upon 
progress in experimental techniques, particularly upon progress in building higher energy 
;i reel era tors. So 1 begin with summaries of the physics capabilities of the very high energy 
partiHe colliders now being built as well as those which could be built with existing or 
near-term accelerator technology. 

In the int'-resi of giving a useable reference list 1 limit references to review papers and 
to papers of particular experimental interest. Hence in many cases credit will not be given 
explicitly to those who did Lhe original work; I npologije for this. 

Some of (tie material in these lectures is taken from a paper1 , 3 entitled "Beyond the 
Standard Model" written by Cordon Kane of the University of Michigan and myself in 
1082. I am greatly indebted to Gordon Kane Tor thai very valuable collaboration. 

2. ULfcCTUON-POSlTRON INTERACTIONS AND COLLIDERS 

I begin with electron-positron colliders and e + e - interactions because the basic cal
culations art more certain and simpler than in pp,PpOTtp interactions. 

'1 A. Hasie ('rticcsses 

The standard model predicts the folluning processes depending upon the energy"-M-M. 

Dliabhi seal lering. 

e* + r - er+ + e - (8.1) 

Elementary fcmiion production: 

e* + e~ -*t* + T; ( = jt,T (2.2fl) 
<"* + t~ — vt + V(; t = «,jl,T (2.36) 

e* + e~ —4 + } ; o — quarks* u,d,a,c,b,t (2.2c) 
6 
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Elementary vector boson production: 

e + + e~ — 7 + 7 

(23) e+ + <T-7+2° 

When x/i -^ 40 GeV, the processes in Eq. 2.2 arc mainly electromagnetic 

^<r - 7nn,ol — / * . T (2-4) 

Assuming tbt fermion is a spin 1/2, unit charge, point particle, the differential cross 
section is: 

Here s is the square of the ccntcr-of-mass energy, or is the fine structure coostant, and 0 
fa the fermion velocity in units or the velocity of light. The total cros3 section is 

When the •/& is much larger than the fermion mass we have the basic, poiot fermion, 
electromagnetic cross section, 

4ira a 8B.7 , . „ ,,* <r0 = —- - = nt, a in GeVl (2.7) 

A convenient mnemonic in the very high energy range is 

<r0 ~ — <™2, * io 7V-V2 (2.8) 

Finally, it is convenient to define a relative cross section 

R = (r/<7U 

Equations 2.S - 2.8 apply diree'ty to < +e~ —> p + ^ _ , T + r~. 

Hadron production away from the TJI and T resonances proceeds through Eq. 2.4 where 
the f is a quark q. Eq. 2.6 is modified to 

« + <- - 4 } : <r = - V , ' - V - - ^ ; y/i & 40 GeV (2,9) 



Here Qq is the quark charge. This leads to the famous prediction that above the threshold 
for b quark production, but with ^/e & 40 GeV 

Ruir^ic = 3 [Ql + Ql + Ql + Q\ + Ql\ = Xi/3 (2.10) 

a prcdirtion which is confirmed by experiment. 

t' I e~ f 

(> i .T .u .d . i . c . i> - / ? N . ^X 2° \ 

» * 

/"i>. f.J. 

As y/ii increases above 40 GcV and moves through the Z° resonance, the production 
of Icpton or quark pairs now proceeds through both the eJcctromapustic and weak in
teraction, Fig. 2.1. ID the vicinity of the Z°, for our survey purpose, wc can ignore the 
electromagnetic process and use2-

+ - ft C g * \ m\ 1 „ 

C r / = [of+ «?][«? +«j) 
Here G is the Fermi weak coupling constant, rrij b the Z" mass, and Tt is the Zp width. 
The parameters v and a are from the v-a75 expression in the weak current. Table 2.1 
gives their value in the standard model. 

Table 2.1. Standard model expressions for «y,0/, and (uj + aj); 
numerical values for sin2 <V = 0.22. 

(2.11) 

"/ a / ^ + 0 / 

Icpton 
lypt 

neutrino 

r 
+ 1 

- I + 4 s i u z % 

+1 

- 1 

2.00 

1,0' 

quark 
type 

up class 
(u,c,t) 

down class 
(d.s,b) 

+ l - | s i n 2 C w 

- 1 + J s i n 2 % 

+1 

- 1 

1 i7 

1.50 

At theZ°for<!+<r -> ff 



R = 160 Cef] without radiative correction 
R = 110 Ccf, with radiative correction 

(212) 
(2.13) 

As the energy, <Js, moves above "", the contribution of the weak interaction begins 
to decrease relative to the electromagnetic interaction. Eventually the latter interaction 
dominates for charged fermion production. All this assumes the standard model of one 
Z°. The cross sections all behave as 1/s and we have the simple rule 2 3 for ^/s > > ms, 
and neglecting t-channe] contributions to e+e~ -» e+e~,e+e~ —• f c P t , 

R{e+e-

R(t+e~ 
R{e+e' 

-+e+r) = 1.17 
_»„+jT) = 0.31 
-* ??) = 1 0 5 t 9 cfiorje = 2/3 
-* ?$) = LOG,? charge = I / 3 

(214) 

Fig. 2.2 sketches this behavior for a charged lepton pair; the Z° peak has not been 
corrected for radiation. 

ICO ZOO 10O 4 0 0 500 600 

Fig. 2.3. For e+e~ -^ t T : fa) R and 
(b) trot* section vtttue energy 

Finall" we consider vector boson production, Eq. 2.3, which occur through the 
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diagrams in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4a shows the behsvior of R for sin" 0\y = 0.22. Thus 

contrary to fermion pair production, R increases with y/s. 
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The reaction 

e + e~ — \V+W~ (2,1$) 

:^iirs" through a complicated cancellation of the three diagrams in Fig. 2.3b. For large 

t V - . r r + i r - : q = s ™ ' i f fa*-5/4) (2.18) 

Figure 2.4b gives the behavior of R versus energy. Table 2.2 summarises the behavior of 
R as a function of energy. 

Table 2.2. R for e + e~ goes to the indicated final states assuming the 
standard model 3nd sin 2 0\y = 0.22. The values at the Z° are corrected for 
radiation. From Ref. 1.3. 

J» f + r Vll 75 
charge=| 

9? 
cbarge=g 

z°za 
W+W~ 

40 1.00 .02 1.33 .33 .0 .0 

03(2°) 110 225 365 50$ .0 .0 

200 1.2T .50 2.37 1.51 1.1 9.5 

7C0 1.18 .32 1.07 1.11 2.8 260 

2000 1.17 .31 1.056 L.M 3.4 42.0 

The physics of e + e annihilation has also been discussed by Dowell and Cashmore-1"1 

at this school. 

2B. Circular Electron - Positron Colliders : Energy and Luminosity 

Figure 2.5 illustrates the basic concepts of a single ring collider, either e + e~ orpp. 

q 



t~ twee 

lei 

lni«raciion region 

t* tontu 

\ Infraction rtijit 

^ 
CfOH stclionol ono 0< bunch 

Fig. S.5. (a) Sekcmoiic diafram of an 
e + e~ circular collider, (b) Transverse cross 
sectional area of a bunch 

The collision is head-on, usually each beam has the same energy £&, and the total energy 
is 

-T«,i=2J?j (2.17) 

while the total momentum is zero. The other crucial quantity, the luminosity per inter* 
actiou region is 

L = nhN2f{A (2.18a) 

where rt̂  is the number of bunches of c+ ore", N is the number of «+orr*~ in a bunch, 
f is the bunch rotation frequency, and A is tbe effective cross sectional area of a bunch. 
The number of events per second for a cross section a is 

evtnta/ewond = trL (2.186) 

Note th.il the transverse particle distribution in a bunch is usually taken to be Gaussian 
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A =• 4x0x0,, (2.18c) 

and where ir r and<7j, are the horizontal and vertical Gaussian sigmas of the bunch cross 
section. Fig. 2.5b. 

Two very high-energy circular electron-positron colliders are now being constructed: 
TR1S*I^N 2 S in Japan will have a maximum total energy or 70 GeV, a maximum design 
luminosity oT 8 X l O ^ e m - 2 ^ 1 at 5-i GeV, and 4 interaction Tegions. LEP at CERN2-6 

is the highest energy e +«~ collider under construction, Fig. 2.6. In its first phase it will 
have a total energy or 120 GeV, a. luminosity or about l Q 3 1 c m - 2 s - 1 , and 4 interaction 
regions. Ultimate!" the total energy could be raised to between 200 and 250 GeV. 

LEP Ring 

Fi}. Z.6 

u 



Applying Eq.2.18 to LLP: the bean: cross section, Fig.2.5b. is an ellipse with <rz sw 
200jimai>d<ry se 10JJ»H giving^ S i l X I0 1(nm) 2, the 30 km circumference gives J « 
luV/.-.andnj = 4. Thus for a lumiiiu.-ity of JO1" cm~ 2 B _ 1 

/V — 4 X 1 0 1 1 (2.10) 

At the Z° energy a luminosity of 10 3 1 is very satisfactory. For example the channel 
e+e~ —t f + r , where £ is a new charged lepton, would have R ~ 100. Using Eq. 2.8 and 
usii T I0 7 s/yr this channel would yield 10 s new lepton pairs per year. However, far above 
the 7? peak, larger luminosity is required. For example at 1 TeV the same channel has a. 
truss sertion, Eq 2.1-1, of I0~37cm~. 

Unfortunately in circular electron colliders, the synchfotron radiation power loss in
creases rapidly with the energy. Specifically 

AC = CE*/p (2.20) 

where AiT is thccnerfO' loss per turn per electron, E b the electron energy, p 13 the bending 
radius and C is a constant. One might try to reduce the total power by decreasing N, the 
particles per bunch, to Eqs.2.lS and 2.10. But to maintain L the bunch cross section A 
has to vary as N~ and no one knows how to reduce A substantially in a circular collid:r. 
The combination of increasing construction costs for larger p and increasing power costs 
means that iccelerator designers do not know how to get beyond the LEP parameters in 
energy and luminosity. To quote Skrinsky2 7 , "It is likely that the LEP, -which is being 
constructed at CERN, b the terminal point on this path." 

2C. Linear Electron — Positron Colliders 

The only known alternative e + e~ collider technology is the linear electron-positron 
collider!- '<--8l in which beams from two linear accelerators collide, Fig.2.7. In a simple 
linear collider the bunches traverse the accelerator just once and collide just once. The 
luminosity equation is 

L = ^ (2.21) 

where / is the frequency at which the linear accelerators are pushed, o is a luminosity en
hancement factor due toself-focusing of the two bunches at collbion and is predictcdi 2 0 , 2 ' 1 0! 
to be about 3, and N ami A are as in Eq.2.IS. The crucial innovation in a linear e + e~ 
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infraction Reqian 

ik. 
L 

Fig. 2.7 

collider is that the bunch cross section can be made murb smaller than that for a circular 
e+e~ collider I'll give an example soon. Tbe total energy of a linear collider is again 

Here G is the accelerating gradient in MeV/ni. 

The Stanford Linear Collider (SLC), Fig. 2.8, now being constructed at the Stanford 
Linear Accelerator Center uses tbe principle of the linear collider but only one linear 
accelerator . Its initial energy wil be about 100 GeV, its maximum design luminosity 
is 8 X l O ^ c m - 3 * - ' and it baa one interaction region. The SLC is designed to have a 
circular bunch cross section with ar = l.4ji radius. Hence A — 25(jim}2, which is l O - 4 

of the bunch cross sectional area at LEP, for example. This factor of 10* in the relative 
luminosity equations, Bqs.2.]£ and 2.21, allows one to use smaller valuer of N and f, 
which is necessary in present linear collider technology. Tbe SLC uses / = 180 Hz and 
has a maximum design luminosity or 6 X 1 0 M e m ~ s s - 1 , hence from Eq.2.21 with a ~^ 3 

/V - 5 y I 0 1 0 particles per bunch. 

We are just at the beginning of the development of the technology of linear e+s~ col-
liders, lei's look ahead at three parameters: accelerator length, total power consumption, 
and beam size Tne construction cost will be roughly proportional to the length L, hence 
from F,q.2.22 it is desirable to increase the accelerating gradient G. When the SLAC linear 
accelerator is refurbished for the SLC it b expected to have 

GSLC = 17 MeV/m (2.23a) 

in its accelerating tube which is a copper wave-guide with power coming from klystrons. 
That technology can probably be pushed to 

Gu<Mguiic>mat "- 100 MeV/m = 0.1 TtV/km (2.236) 
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Tb» brings n » to &t & enttdal experimental need. 

ExperimcBtal Need: l b build a linear e*e~ colider wtth £ M about 2 TeV and £, aboat 
lOPW-V" 1 . The development of ft technology **& <? ~ 0.1 JeK/fan and an efficient 
microwave power source will male* this fc»sSljte.ls*~3lMt 

Now let's go farther and talk abort & ID or tt TfeV Hnear « * e - coMdrr. To Imp i 
in Eg£-22 reasonable we need 

C £ 1090 MeVfm « 17eV/fan (M3c; 

But now consider the power. If we extrapolate with acme impwrenMnte from the SLC 
designs we might set o — D\ffr a O.S^aw)/ — 2000 J/e. for £ • • 103Sm*"2«~' ,

l AT = 
& X 1 0 1 0 particle} per bunch. Tin total power in both beams per IfeVfe 

Pv&MWfTeV 

Assuming a 20?J energy efficiency, the total power required by the collider for acceleration 
is 150 M W/TeV, Thus it is Dot feasible to go beyond E* ss l TeV with A/ as large as 5 
X10 1 0 . 

In Tact the power problem in the 10 TeV range la even more eerioue; an L of 10 3' - t o 1 5 

is needed. The only <vay to reduce I' i* to reduce N, but ihat will reduce L, Eq.2.21. The 
way out is to drastically reduce the bunco area A by reducing tho buns!, radius to less 
than 0.1 fi\ No one koewi If this rnn bB done. Hence we have a pair of experimental 
needs. 

Experimental Needs: To explore the technology of ultra-high energy linear »+e" colliders, 
10 TeV or more, we need to devulop acceleration methods 1 , 1 1 with 

G £ 1000 MtVfm - I TeV/km 

and to explore the possibility of a bunch site 

r<0.1« 

3, PROTON-PROTON AND ANTJPROTON-PROTON INTERACTIONS 
AND COLLIDERS 

3A. Bane Protases far y/S > IflQCeV 

When ,/a > ICG GeV w« can take Cor the total cross section 

"tct.PP*=*t<*,tp ~ 38 leflo \/Sn&, y/i in GtV (3.1) 



Almost alt of this cross section comes from small momentum transfer elastic scattering 
and inelastic production of hadrous. This, enormous cross •action can constitute a difficult 
and sometimes deadly background for new particle searches and tests of new theoretical 
proposal. Formosa of thnwsranhaBi^teststh^TaVevantcro»atclkti»arel0^totfjru 

times smaller because very istft momentum transfer* we required. 

Consider a p-p or p-p collision in which a large momentum transfer collision, Fie. 3.1, 
produces A final state P of total energy •/*&> The overall reaction b 

S « S 

p or) 

. \ 
hodieat 

*V final «IB»» F 

v 
• - I - i hsdrgnt 

Fif. S.l. 

where restricting our considerations to collider reactions, p or n hnvo energy y/a/i. The 
basic piwpss is th? interaction of eonsUtuent 1 with constituent 2 

l + 2 - » F ( M 

with a total cross section o[l + 2-* f, ap) which is a function of qr. Figure 3.2 gives 
some examples for this basic process. The constituent » a quarfe q, an anMquaric 4, or a 
Etuon g. The total cross section for EqA3 is 
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(a) 

(0) 

3>*^y^C 
tc) 
1 • * 

Fij. 3.2. 

Here 

xx = 2pi( y/i , x2 = 2pi/Vi (3.5) 

arc the Feynman foaling variables for the constituents; and 

r = ipja (3.&) 

The function g[x-\,X2J 13 a sum or products /( i i) , / (x2) where f(x) is t te distribution 
function toT the r of the constilueDt. in porp, Fig. 3.3. Finally 

o = j daF\a(l + 2 — F,ef)f i(r- ajr/alirfririi-i, r / x i J / i J (3.7) 

whew flj u the v ireshold fjr 1 + 2 —» F . 
17 



2.4 

1.6 

o.e 

i i r - 1 
(oi 

r -s 
\ _ , « G ( i ) -

\ r <V*>1 

! 1 ^L • J 

o o.z o.i o.e o.e i.o 

1 I I I 1 1 [ =1 

LI 1 I l _ „ | L 

I0 1 I 0 Z I 0 3 I0" ICT5 10* I 0 7 1 0 8 

FIJ, 3.S. (a) Example of tke proton 
ttrutture function* for tke glv.on, C(z), and 
for the valence qvartt, u,(xj and dv(x), for 
email values of Q*. (t) Example of the 
eitrcpvlattd bthovior of C(x) vcrsut Q2. 
The i values for the four curves itartirtf 

from the top ore 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1. 

The evaluation of Eq. 3.7 has two paria. The calculation of <r(l + 2 —* F) uses 
eirctroweak theory or quantum chromodyn amies. I'll give three examples. The calculation 
of the integral depends first upon experimentally determined structure functions. But the 
calculation is actually more complicated3,1 than indicated above, because f(x{\ and f(x%] 
have scaling violations and arc actually f(xi,Qi) and f{X2,Qa)-
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The flirt example is the already observed production of a W boson, a tremendous 
Mkfltifie and technical schievemeattA2 The pityskal process 

p+J)-*lK+ftadTOJw (&8) 

proceeds via, the baste process in Fig, 3.9a, Ignoring factors of r md powers of 2 

o< u H 3—W\ ~ <7 f (fie)3 - K T 3 3 

The Integral to Eq. 3.7 has futon SU«h AS .1 and 1. Witbio a Tutor of 10 Ibe integral is 
unity, hence 

*(P + P - 1 W + aadwnej - M" 3 a «e UT** cnr (3.«> 

The observed cross section times the W-*ti> branching ratio is 3- 2 

tf.fl(»V-«')~5>:i(rM 

Since !t[W -* w) <— 0.1, thib agrees with our rough calculation. The reader is cammed 
that the integral in Eq. 9.7 is energy dependent. The crude calculations I do here igaore 
that dependence, Sense they do not give the energy behavior of detail calculations such 
as tiioie yielding Figs. 3.4 and 3.5. 

KJ'F T" 
Is) 

- 1.0 I i — T 1 ! 1 " ! | I 

20 QO 60 6Q IOO 
V ? ITeVt 

t-t* 
0.2 0,4 OS 0.8 t 

.'••SS IT ' . A;*) 
1.2 

Fit- 34- (oj Difftttatial erosa itttion el rapi4iiy=Q fir pair prvdurtion ej heavy 
charged Upltn* in pp (ulid Una) and pp (dashed finer/. Tin nvmicr* arc tht 
total enttfy m TtV. (h) Maximum Upton men atztssiilt in pp (wUd lima) andpp 
(tuhti Una) Jet variant tfitctivt huHmotitit* and the cross ntUom in (a). From 
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lO* : 1 " 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 

io' l- <ol 

IO° 5 0 — 0 0 + Ar.ytMinq 

IO"' . 

i d * 
1 \ \ 

\ \ 

H 1 0 s 

Id* 
\ 
-? 
. . 1 . 

\ . \ v XT' ̂  ^s^C-^c 

, 1 < \ , v v j " - > . | > , 

0.4 1.2 2 2.3 3 * 4A 

0 . 0 . QUARK M6&$ ITeV/e'l 
40 SO 80 100 

Fr'j. tf.5 {'4 Integrated trail tttliont for pair preduttin of htovv quarks with 
rapidity Ittt than LS in pg (tttid litiu) OIMJ Pp {dathtd linti}. T.\t ntifflttt's 
an the total tntrgy in TtV. (b) Maximum quark matt, MQ, aettitibte in pp 
(actidlinttj andpp {dashed lintt) far various tffutivt luminotitttt far (Ac erott 
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The next example i\, the production of a pair of wry heavy charged loptons, 3m{ > > 
r/iz, via the basic process in Fig. 3.2b. An discuued in connection with Eq. 2.14, the 
electromagnetic process dominates and for aoy energy of the qqpfllr^ ef > 2mj 

.(.•.-f+n-^y (3.10) 

Here eq is the quark chaise, We should be integrating Eq,3,7 over tp, but Tor order of 
magnitude estimates we sirciply replace ^/Tyby 8rrt( !& Bq.3.EQ. Thus 

<r(fj + f - 1 * + r + Wron») ~ " f f i / d*\ A*\t r/*BJ/*| (3.11) 
3OTI J 3m f / 

comparing let 

*(e+ + « - ^ + * |~ !£J! |L S m t » m Z 43.12) 

we ran make wwi observations. First the bndro&ic production era** taction of aa t*C 
pions is smaller lima thai for « + «~ ]>rodttelk>a because Ike tategr&l lb Ec* 3,11 J* h n 
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thaa 1, perhaps of order 10~* or I0~ a . Second the hadrontc crass section also decreases 
as l/n>*. Figure 3.4 gfores the results of a careful calculation-3-' 

The Gnat example, Fie;. 3.2c, the prodvetioa of a pair of heavy quit lea illustrates the 
power of badroa coWiders. Tbete the banc process is a strong interaction. 0-- exchange 
of » grew. T » lowest order we bare 

" ( P + P - 9 + 0 + ftorfWma)'—2H2d_fi. /«&, jrfr, ( I r , ^ / * , ) / - , (3,13) 
mtt { 

by analogy to Eq. 3.11 or dimensional arguments. As an example, consider UIQ = l TeV 
and a pp collider of sufficient e .ergy so that the integral is 0.1 to 0.01. Using aprons ~ l< 
we obtain 

a(p + p-*Q + Q + hadrmt)~ 10"M to VT37 ,mg = t TeV (3.14) 

Figure 3.5 present* the result* of a careful calculation. The kiods of arguments used 
here can be extended to other types of particle production in pp or pp collide?*. This 
physics has alio been dbcuncd liy Dowdl ! 1 2 , Darriulat3'" and Lcderman3 , 1 1 at this 
school. 

3B. Antiproton - Proton ' 'olllilers 

The CERN pp eollHprAA hu a masrimuni tola] energy at present of about S00 GeV, 
and it bas obtained a luminosity of J> X 1 0 2 l f m ~ z s - 1 which am he raised to 2.$ X10 2 9 . 

Fermilab is constructing an fltlllproton source',,fl La allow the newly commissioned, su-
pcrconduL'.iog magnut, TovMron to operate as a 2 TeV [ip c llidor, The design luminosity 
exceeds l O 5 0 * ™ - 2 * - 1 . 

A great deal of physics has been done and will be done with these colliders, but tfaey 
do not have sufficient luminosity to explore physics with cross sections less than w^an2. 
And the calculations done above indicate that such cross sections v-il) occur for physics 
of great interest. Another problem is the available energy of existing pp colliders. Th^ 
technology of Pp and pp colliders has been discussed by I^dcrmio 3 n at tbs school. 

3 C Effective Energy in p p and pp Colliders 

The 3 valence quarks in a ouclecn carry half of the nucleoli momentum, the other 
half is carried by gluons and *;$ pairs. Thus each valence quart entries about 1/fi of the 
trartcem's momentum, this leads to Ae rough rate 

Etfftttitt -~ I /* JSferd (3.15) 



Hcoce i« make a pair of 1 T*V heavy quart*, l b * ppor P p cot&der w w U have a t fcesi 13 
TeV total energr- BTlis 1* has looked at tbc convenioc factor in iMrt detail. *M>le 3 .1 , 
a r t Gads i' usually smaller than 1 /4 , partial'arty a t higher Etatn-

Table 3.1. E ,

f//fcCt»wf'EutBl f"»PJ>«PJ>«Ui*«Htt- f to tn 
, M - 3.G. 

r,. m. 
lOTbV 40 T»V 

Jet Pairs 0.3B 0.20 
*i + ( i~otL + l .~ QJOS 0.01 

Z° 0.19 0.04 
VK* 0.34 o.os 
•r 0.2 0.08 

a 0.24 0.12 

iiQ 0.19 0.12 

G*ame»ric Mean -16 0.07 

3D Very High Energy pp a o d p p Colliders 

K*I>cnnicnia] Need: Thus pp or pp colliders arc seeded with (a) luminosities 100 or 1000 
n&. ftJO, times 'he present ID'1™ - 1 0 * u f m - a « " ' luminosities, and (b) with E [ f l m 6 to 2D timss the 

desired Ef/frtiivr 

This iwed. the great accomplishment o l finding th« W and ?P ueimg, the CEltN pp 
coliider. and the success of the superconducting magnet Icvatron have t«d t o proposals 
for colliders m the fi to 40 GeV total energy region.!3'7*5*3*''''! 

TIIP limitation on pp or Pp collider energy cornea irom the bending radius 

••(MrflM > MflUnllhV) 

Here B is the magnetic blading field in Ibsla. Straight sections and other magnet elements 
incr-.Tsc <h« average radius to 

*-av,(AmJ ft* TO j , j (AMI 

The TcvaUon uses S>T •mpercondoctiDir. magnets, a technology which can be conservatively 
cxtmd' d u> & ur 7 T , and with * jpeal dea? «t development work t o perhaps 8 or 1 0 T . 
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One can also consider smaller B fields to reduce magnet costs, fiut to give a feelins of the 
size r* . collider with tens or TeV total energy, use B ~ 5 T, thus 

r . w ( M ~ « W W r ) (3.17) 

In the United Slates studies are being done3*> for a 40 TeV total energy pp collider 
with a maximum luminosity or l O ^ c m - 2 * - 1 . Table 3.2 gives some design parameters. 

Table 3.2, Some design parameters being considered for the Su
perconducting Super Collider. The term 2-in-l cryostat means that 
the adjacent bending magnets of the two rings are in the same su
perconducting cryostat. 

Design A Design B Design C 
Bending Magnet (T) 6.5 5.0 3.0 
2-in-l cryostpt yes no yes 
Cold iron yoke yes no yes 
Conductor dominated yw yes no 
Field shaped by iron no no yes 
Saturated iron yw no yes 
Length of bending mignet |m] 17.5 U 140 
Ring circumference [km] flO 11.1 154 

The luminosity situation in a pp collider such as this one is somewhat different than in 
e + e~ colliders. The equation 

£ = „ t W V M (3,8) 

still hpplteS) but it is necessary to use many mare bunches for the fallowing reasons. In the 
single collision of a pair of bunches there will he 

ni=<rta!\}/A {3.19) 

pp interactions, Inserting this in Eq.3,18 

i = " j " / f/vtot . 

using a circumference of 100 km, and vui — lMn 4 l 

Mitl; sa 3 X 10* (3.20) 
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If n/ is to be kept to soy 3 to prevent contusion from multiple events in * detector from »• 
single rollinoD «r two bunches then nt fv 10* bunches. The design effective M M ofeach bunch 
is .ihout I03firn*, hence there are about 10 1 0 protons per bunch, and I 0 1 1 protons routing ia 
each direction, 

Two adjacent rings must be used for pp colliders as shown in Fig.3.6 for the case of 

Bu";n 

(IrilEiDtliW it^i^Tv 

Bunch. 

Inltvociibn regior 

fVj. S.S. Schematic diagram of tbt lit* 
terttetiny ripe* 0/ a pp toUidtr with tv)6 
interaction regiont. The tiunrhtt and rinji 
are denoted h I and S. 

two interAction regions. One of the major design questions is how to arrange the adjacent 
bending magnets to minimize the coat <if two rings. This is one of the parameters in Table 
3.2. 

In Europe the issue of putting a pp or pp collider in the LEP tunnel is bring discussed.5,6 

Magnets with h T would yield EtBltt) ss- 10 TcV. JO T turgid yield E ^ = 18 TeV. 

4. ELECTRON-PROTON INTERACTIONS AND COLLIDERS 

No electron-proton colliders have been built, but such a collider is tbe next Step io the 
distinguished history of the physics of deep inelastic lcpton-n.tt.ekon scattering. This subject 
wns discussed in detail by Coshmort4'' at this school, therefore my discussion is brief. 

•JA. op Kinematics 

The basic cp kinematics are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The four-momentum carried by th* 
rxc-hanged vector boson is q, and P is the four-momentum or the incident proton. The 
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invariant mass at the hndronic vertex, v / i / i^ , is given by 

In our metric q2 is negative and jv 2 | = 2q.P—ataj. Hence 27./* is the maximum value or |g s | , 
and the Bjorkcn scaling variable is 

It is conventional to define 

v = q.P/mprolorl (4.2) 

As shown in Fig. 4.1, if wo think of the virtual boson as interacting with one of the quarks 
in the proton we may partiliun the reaction into twa processes. The boson-qviMk iDleratlion 
is said to lead to a current jet. The spectator quarks are said to lead to a target jet. 

4B. ep Interactions 

]D the standard model there are three processes which occur in ep interactions 

e~ + p —• e~ + anything via photon (7) exchange (4.3a) 

e~ + p —• e~ + anything via exchange (4-36) 

e~ + p -* \>t + anything via \V~ exchange (4-3c) 

The cross section for the 7 exchange process has the hTm\41-4ii 

da a2 ,. <> . 



where f is a slowly varying function of q*. Hence this cross section is dominated by very small 
7" even's. When \q~\ < m; the photon is almost real and one can use concepts associated 
with the interactions of real photons with protons. The traditional rule ia to think of each 
electron as p,-t«ing through a radiator of 0,02 radiation lengths. 

TheD 

q2^0 ffirf,«p~0.02<7((7(r7p~2 x ]0" 30 cm (4.5) 

Here we bav« usi>d <T ( 0(,TP -~ 0.1 mb. Most ep events will be in this domain. Figure 4.2 gives 
the cross jpction v{\q2\ > Q2) Tor events with \q2\ > Q2. This U for an cp collider with 10 
G^V e" on 1 TeV protons. 
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Fig. 4.S. Integrated total intltutit ereti ttetienfor ep scat' 
terinj with \q2\ > \Q% for 10 GtV electron* and I T«Vpro
ton*. 

The cross sections for interesting processes such AS the production ct new particles can be 
calculated'4-2'4-3! using methods similar to those discussed in Sec. 3A. ID general the effective 
energj for new particle production is smaller in ep colliders than it is in pp or Pp collidera 
with the same c.m.s. energy. 
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ep colliders are particularly valuable far testing the electrowe&k theory, measuring the 
proton structure functions, probing the electron, and looking for excited states of the electron. 

4C. ep Colliders 

The first electron-proton collider, called HERA!*-*'15), b treia^ constructed at DESY in 
Germany. The prolan energy is 820 OcV, the electron energy is about 30 GeV, the luminosity 
S 6 X IO^'CIM"* 2* - 1, and there will be 4 interaction regions. The proton ring uses 4.5 T 
superconducting magnets. 

The TRISTAN * + *~ collider project2-5 has the capability of being expanded into an ep 
collider, but its energy would be less than that of HERA. 

In HERA and in all proposed very high energy ep colliders the e ring and tbe p ring are 
in the same tunnel, hence they have about the same radius. In the electron ring it is still 
necessary to make up for the energy loss per turn, Eq. 2.20, caused by synchrotron radiation. 
Therefore the electron energy is always much less than the proton energy, as in HERA. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL SIGNATURES 

SA. Changing Techniques in Studying Large Mul'ipli.Uy Events 

As collider experiments, and fixed target experiments as well, move to higher energies, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to use some of the traditional methods of studying final states: 
detection and identification of all particles in the event, measurement of tbe three-momentum 
of each particle, exact reconstruction of tbe masses of particles which have decayed. There arc 
two connected reasons for this. First, the total multiplicity of particle* in an event becomes 
unmanageable as tbe energy increases. Second, as we seek to study tbe heavier unstable 
particles, the multitude of their decay modes and the particle multiplicity of many or those 
decay modes makes it very difficult to do exact reconstruction of tbe unstable particle. 

Experiments at PETRA, PEP, and tbe CERN pp collider have led tbe way into more 
general ways of studying very high energy events, of understanding their pbyvics, and of 
searching for new particles and processes. These ways depend apon general experimental 
Bigodures for the Itnown leptons, quarks, gluons and intermediate bosons. M physics was 
discussed by Darriulat 3 1 0 at this school, I will not discuss it. 

SB. Tbe e. p. and r 

The e and u are still identified in the traditional ways, the e through its electromagnetic 
shower in dense matter, the f. through its ability to penetrate through dense matter. 
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The decay modes of the r arc 

T~ -+Vt + tT + P e , Vr + p~ + J (51) 

and 

T~ -* v r + (fiarfrons)" (5.2) 

In ibi- liadronir dway mottc all observed decays have 1 or 3 charged prongs. Tbe 1 prong 
dcray modes and Ibe distinctive (at high energy) 3 prong decay modes, provide signatures for 
i h p - . 

SC". TIIP Known Quarks 

At suflirienily high energies, tlir signature for the highest energy quarks is the presence 
of jct< of hadrons.l 5 1 , 5 Sl Figures 5.1, and 5.2 show some examples. The conversion o' a 

ftj. S.t. Example of a two-jel r.rtnt 
from (at PEP tUtlrvnpttUron tulUitr. 
Stt RtJ. 5J 
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Fia. S.S. Ezampttofatwo-j'ttvcntfrotn 
the CERN proton-anliprolon collider. From 
Ref. S.S. 

quark to a badron jet has the conventional but inappropriate name of quark fragmentation. 
The quark fragmentation process is the subject of a large j£t of sometimes contradictory 
models and Monte Carlo computer programs based on those models.! 3 ' 1 0 ' 5 1! At present there 
is no established reliable way to use the kinematic or a jet to decide if it came from a u, d, a, 
c, or b quark. 

However, one can make statistically useful separations of some jets from c or b quarks by 
looking for an e or p from the processes 

b quark — B meson -t £+ vt + hairone . . 
c quark — D meson -* t + Vf + hadrona 

The last process in each tine is the semileptouic decay mode, t = e or p. The transverse 
momentum of the / relative to the jet axis will on about rnjy/3 or mp/3 . 

5C. Gluons 

Like the quarks, sufficiently high energy gluons also have the hadron jet signature. This 
is seen in the three jet events in c+e~ annihilation'5-1,5'31 and it is believed that most jets in 
Pp events at the CERN collider are gluon jets.s-2 We know of aa way to distinguish a gluon 
jet from a quark jet using the kinematics of the jet. 

5D. Secondary Vertex Signature for r Leptons, c Quarks, and b Quarks 

The I 0 - 1 2 t o l 0 - 1 3 a lifetimes of the r, U mesons and D mesons offer the possibility of 
using their decay vertex as signatures for the r, c quark, and b quark respectively. The decay 
vertex, called the secondary vertex, would be represented by a distance measured by 

Utca)t = c 7 T (5.4) 
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Taking T = 10~ 1 3 sand7 in the ra:ige of 10 to 100 gives Ijeeay — 0,3 to 3. mm. ID colliders 
this must be measured indirectly because the decay occurs inside the beam pipe. As described 
by Jaros 4 ' ' , it is at present possible to statistically measure £<j„0„ lor the T, X>, and B at PEP 
and PETRA, thus measuring the lifetimes of these particles. 

I wont to look ahead to see whaf. must be done to actually determine the exiatenco of a 
secondary vertex. Figure 5.3a shows a secondary two-prong vertex and Fig.5.3b idealizes the 
measurement situation. Let the two-prong come from the symmetric decay of ? neutral particle 
into two charged particles of negligible mass. In the very relativists esse and calculating within 
factors of 2 

t ~ b/9 , 9 L= i / 7 (5,5) 

The uncertainty in (,vt, within & factor of 1 is 

af = i<rb/0f + {e/0fv$ (5.6) 

where <rj is the measurement error in 6 and er$ that in 0. Definitive selection of a secondary 
vertex requires 

<r< t 'iecca/iO (5.7) 

Putting all this together 

Taking T = ]0~ I 3 s , and replacing / by the beam pipe radius r 

ir> ^ 3pm (5.flaJ 
and 

ffS £ 3 X l0~ 4 / r rod , r in cm (5.fib) 

For a linear collider such as the SLC r fa 1 - 2 cot, but in circular colliders r «s 5 - 10 cm. 

Experimental Need: To develop secondary vertex measuring techniques at colliders which 
meet the requirements of Eq.5,0. 

SE. The Photon 

It is well known that the signature for a photon is a neutral particle producing an electro
magnetic shower. 
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5F. The W* and T? 

The signatures for the \V and Z follow Iran their charged particle decay modes: 

W~ -* e~ + P e , f»~ +»n (SJtt) 
*r~ — r - + P T (5.56) 
W~ —»+$' — 2 hutroniet* js.Se) 
2° — e* + e" , ft* +fT (5.6a) 
£ ° - r + + r - (S.66) 
2° — 9 + 9 — 2 A««Vmj»r> (5.6e) 

The decoy modes in Eqs. 5.5a and 5.0a were, of eoorse, used to find the W and Z. In 
very high energy reactions where several very heavy particle*; are produced, it is not clear how 
useful Eq. 5.5a will be, but Eq. 5.6a will always be a- very, very powerful signature. 

The 2 hadron jets, Fig.5.4, in Eq. 5.5c and 5.6c will probably be very useful in rery high 
em-rgy events. But it will not be passible to separate tfae W from the 2 using the signature. 

Jci l with E, 

J « I 2 wi 

Fij. 5.^. Sfercft «f a W decaying into two quark jtti. 

ft. LEPTONS AND THE CONCEPT OF ELEMENTARY PARTICLES 

We begin with the leptoss: they are the simplest elementary particles, they provide ns 
with ample examples for thinking about elementariaess, and they give as simple ways to 
think about the more complicated (because confined) quarks. The subjects of efementariness 
and composite particles have been discussed thoroughly by Lyons**1 and by Harari8-2 and at 
this summer school6^. Therefore I shall discuss just a f-w aspects of this subject from the 
experimental viewpoint. 
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Table 0.1. Properties of the known leptons. 

Ch&Tged fcptoa e P f 

Charged lepten 
mass (MeV/c2) 

0.51 106. 1784-±3. 

lifetime (»} stable 

{> 2 XIO 2 2 ^ 

2.2 X 1 0 _ 0 2.8 ± 0.4 X 1 0 - 1 3 

associated 
neutrino 

ft »l> VT 

neutrino 
mass 

<46 eV/c 2 

(may be > 20 e\'/c2] 
<0.52 MeV/c2 A- 160 MeV/c'-

BA. The Known Lcptons 

Tbe properties or the known leptons ere given in Table 6.1. TD the best of our knowledge 
they are spin 1/2 point particles which have just two unique parameters each, their mass and 
lepton number. Once these properties arc fixed all other properties and interactions follow 
from tbe electroweak theory. This is our current picture. 

6B. The Concept of Elementary Particles 

We have a number of methods of defining an elementary particle, or moie precisely deter
mining when a particle is not elementary. All these methods or definitions have been developed 
by analogy with olber physical phenomena, so it may be that we are beiDg misled, that at the 
lepton and quark level there is some different and revolutionary meaning to dementarincss. 

If a particle can be broken up, the atom and the nucleus are examples, then it is not 
elementary. The term broken up has a special meaning. The hydrogen atom, H, is broken 
up by photodissoeiation, f + H -+ p + c~; but the tau, T, is not broken up by the decay 
r~ -» VT + n~. The distinction is based upon the concept of compositeness. The H atom is 
a composite of its constituents, the p and the e~, because all the properties ot the II can be 
explained by the properties of the p, the i- -, and the electromagnetic force. Conversely the 
properties of the T cannot be explained by tusuming it is composed of a w~ and a vT. The 
compositeur toacepl pervades most of our thinking about the meaning of clcmentarioess. 

A related concept is that a particle is not elementary if it has internal structure, even if 
the particle cannot be physically broken up into tb/:'. constituents •wbicb compose the internal 
structure. The had runs with their constituent quarks are the only example. At present we 
do not know how to break up, or even if we can break up, a pion into its separate quark 
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and i*ntio,uaTk. Hence in present thinking the concept or composilenesa has been extended to 
include the hadron fast. 

Another test of elpnientariacss is that an elementary particle should have zero size, ex
cluding it? apparent size due to the range of its interactions. This test is tied to the ideas of 
compositenc-ss and internal structure. 

Yet another test of elementariness ia based on the observation that all known systems with 
excited state; - molecules, atoms, nuclei, hadrons - are not elementary. Let us apply this test 
to the charged leptons. Excited states of the e, fi,orr could be heavier charged leplons with 
the same lepton nu--,ber which decay eteclromagnetically, for example 

/i*± — p* + i (a.l) 
, '± _ > , * + , 

No such part ic-h- bas been found, an ob»'rvation which ia consistent wiih the e, /i, and T being 
elementary. 

6C. Tests of ElemeptBrincss of Leptons 

Tests or the elementariness of leptons are fully reviewed in Ret. 6.1. All these tests coflaist 
of measuring a properly or a rcoction involving the particle and comparing the measurement 
v ;(h the theorct!,ral prediction based on the particle being elementary. These include: 

• measurement or the magnetic moment of the e and p. (The interpretation of this 
method is dependent on the composite model and has been fully discussed in Refe.6.1, 
6.1, 6.5.), 

• measurement of the elastic scattering of the lepton, f* or v, on a nucleoli (This method 8 0 

is no longer useful because the elastic cross section is too small at the large q 2 values 
now of interest,), 

• measurement of the inelastic scattering of the lepton, t*otu, on a nucteon 

r + N -+ r + kadrons 
n + N ^ r + hadrona (6.2) 
v + N - • v + hadrona ; 

• measurement of purely electromagnetic processes 

e +("-»s + + r 
- + -L. . - _L ..+ e + e -¥ ir + tt 
« + + t~ — T+ + T~ 
e + + e~ -* i + 7 
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IH comment OB the last too methods because there have been many dbtnsswm of ma
jor improvements in their senitirlty as acceknAom increase in cncitje* Both methods are 
interpreted through idea* derived from the form factor concept of non-refoUvntic BraUerinE-

Lepton— Nqejeoo faefastic Scattering and Form Factors 

The differential cross section for the Contanb, elastic scattering of a particle of mass m 
and charge e by a fixed point charge « b 

oV/rffi = [/«>l* 

Here ? is the three-momentum transferred: 

If the flxcd icaltcring center in Dot a point, but Is a spherically symmetric (barge distribution 
p(r)j then 

A?) -Al (? )F(e ) (8.S) 

where 

Fig)-/ p{r\S*-fl*<Pr (6.6) 

is the elastic form factor. Thus If 

for any q, Ibe fixed BcatteriDg copter is not i point, 

As an example, suppose p{j) has the exponential distribution 

then 

As I?21 increases F(q) decreases. This is a general property of form factora which n w from 
the spreading a*t of a point charge; Ibey reduce the size of the cross section 

ob/efQ M W<rfdtt)pt F%) (0.10) 



This concept is extended to relalivistk elastic and inelastic scattering: if the cross section 
is smaller than the predicted point psrtkk cross section, this indicates a nan*aefa die and 
eternal structure for at least one of the particles. Ttus b where H all begins. 

In high cner^ . inelastic, charged lepton scattering, Eq. tt£ and Ftgya.I, the differential 
croaa section Ut. the scattered, point particle, fepton i s l * ' ' ^ 

G ^ L - S wt^+H^-iflwi <wi) 
Here q- is the square of the four-momentum transfer q and C — (° » £ - JB*. Wi and Wj, 
the electromagnetic structure functions, are in general functions of q 8 and v. In t* inelastic 
scattering there are three structure f'jL tons. If Bjorkeo scaling were exactly true, Wi and 
\V 2 would he functions of just 2 = \q~\f2Mt>. tf the lepton is Dot a point particle, then we 
can describe the deviation by a form factor F(q) and 

Finally, by measuring the differential cross section over a range of q 9 and V values, and 
assuming Bjcirkco scaling, one could determine F(q). 

But nature is not so simple, there are deviations from Bjorken sealing and there are 
measurement MIOIS. Some ioaiyi ts 6 1 hsve used QCD to account for the wiling violations. 

The functional form of F[q) has been a matter or taste. One can use Eq.6,0 

This is Ihe- dipoic form used in tbe description or the nuclear form factors. Hero A replaces 
fc/lf. Another choice is 

However, since no deviation from point particle behavior has been found for the leptons, It is 
sufficient (o use a linear approximation to Eq.8.14 

F(«)=l-r7tyA2 

tr\inckr*tk)=.<riinels*tie, pt (epton) X (1 - % 2 | / A 3 ) 
(0,15) 

Lyons 6 1" quotes two results: for s N inelastic scattering A > 85 GeV and for 
i'p N scattering A > 100 GeV. Mann 6 , 7 compared fp N and sad p N inelastic scattering 
to obtain A > 30 GeV. 
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The interpretation or A derives from the expansion of Eq.6.6 

F{q)=l-\f\<r->/ti + ... , (6.10) 

and one writes 

Tmor ~ Jl/|?|mu ~ ^ M (6.17) 

Using tfe = 2 X lO~uGeV cm, 

A = 100 GeV given r m a l = 2 X 10 - , B cm (CIS) 

I don't know bow satisfied one should be with this interpretation. 

Finally, looking to the future, let's see bow well one can do with the very Urge q 5 which 
will be available at HERA, Sec. 4C. In this collider there will be ]ub3liintiil data at |g 2\ values 
of 10* GeV. Assuming the e-p inelastic cross section can be measured and scaling violation 
effects understood to 5% accuracy, Eq.6.15 says that A's up to ^40]5 2 | can be examined. (Here 
40 = 1/2.5%). For HERA 

A ~ 700 GeV or ~ 3 X 1 0 " l T em (6.?0) 

Incidentally, the existence of F(q) j^l can bave other interpretations. For example, it could 
mean that a new, unknown interaction is destructively interfering with the expected 7 and Z° 
exchange diagrams. 

Eveo larger values of <r can be reached in ep scattering if an ep collider is added to the 
proposed SSC, Scc.3D, by building an electron storage ring. The collision of 15 GeV, 30 CeV, 
or 200 GeV c's with 20 TeV p's has been considered.0 8 Such an ep collider has many uses, 
one which is to test the element ariness of the e at very large \q~\ values. 

Experimental Need: To develop metbods for distinguishing e form factor effects from scaling 
violations or other effects in tests of the e's elementariness at very large \q"\ values. 

CD. Elcmeptariness Tests Using e^e" —» e"t"e~, ^ + / i ~ , T + T -

Tbe reactions 

e*tT —• e + e ~ 
e +«~ — H+ft" (6.20) 

provide direct IKBIS ot the elementariness of the charged kplons Wause Ihey occur through 
the processes in Fig.2.1 which can be directly calculated! 1- 2' 2 4! using electroweak theory BDd 
assuming the > :ptons are point particles. 
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An allowance foi the leptons not being elementary is generally made by extending the 
form factor concept to the timelikc four-momentum transfer region. Consider « + e - —• p+p~ 
for simplicity, theD one puts a form factor 

FfflJ = 1 ± a/\l (6.21) 

at the ft vertex, and measures 1 ie total cross section <r(« +e - —» / i + f j - ) . Comparing it to the 
point muon production 

<7{c+e- — n V " ) = Ana21Ss (6.22) 

one looks for deviations from that simple 3 behavior. No deviations have been found for the p 
or tb* f. The e + e~ —» e +e~ is moTe complicated1-2 but again no deviations have been found. 
Results from the PETRA apd PEP electron-positron colliders give roughly 6 1 

A e „ n or r > 200 GeV ; (8.23) 

and using Eq.Q.17 

rmax — I(T l f l f m for e, jt, T (6.24) 

How much better can we do at future «^e~ colliders? The A in Eq.0.23 comes about 
because the tests were made at <j ~ (30 GeV)2j and wo can set limits on the deviation of 1 
±2s/A 2 from 1 to about $%. Hence A ~ v/40 . 30 GeV ~ 300 GeV. LEP is designed to reach 
y/a s= 200 GeV, hence such tests can be extended down to rmax of 1 0 - 1 7 And, aa discussed 
in Sce.2, if an e + c~ linear collider witb </l ~ 2 TeV is built, then r m 0 l down to 10~ l a cm 
can he explored. 

GE. Remarks on Composite Models 

Once specific composite models' 8- 1 - 6- 3! are used,the tests of elecentariness become both 
more sensitive and more specialized. For example, suppose the e and the fi arc composites of 
two simpler particles a spin 0 particle b and a fcrmiou f, with the (i an excited state. Then 
the discovery of the decay mode. 

f~ -* e~ + 1 (fl.24a] 
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which violates lepton number conservation (SecJA) could be regarded as evidence for the 
composite structure of the p and e, the decay occuring through the process in Fig.6.1. Similar 
remarks would apply to the discovery of the decay 

K*^e-+fl+ (6.24fr) 

Q-^-Q 
Fig. 6.1. 

Thus searches for violation of lepton number conservation are sometimes regarded as searches 
for the composite nature of leptons. 

As another example, consider a composite model in which the e and ft share the same b 
but different f's. 

Then 

e+e~ -t (i+ + ji" 

<e.25| 

(6.20) 

can occur through a contact interaction 6 ' among the ft's and / M ' s as showu in Fig.6 2. 

Fig. 6.2. 
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Figure G.3 shows an example of possible effects.0-

Fig. 6.3 EzampUi of the possible effect* 
of the e and ft being rowpoeite on the R for 
th: reaction £*e~ —• jt*U~- From Ref. 
6.10. 

Experimental Need: To Bnd a new experimental method to tot llio elemcntarinesj of tcptons 
which does not depend on the older analog ideas of Scc.GC or on specific composite models. 

7. LEPTON TYPES AND LEPTON CONSERVATION 

In this M'dion I discuss the various types of Ipptons,'7'1,7"', the known sequential leptona 
and the various of kiuds which have been proposed but not found, I also consider lepton 
conservation because the discussion of lepton tyjjc-J Li intertwined with the concepts of lepton 
roiisnvaiiiir. and leptou mixing. At the cad <»f the suction I consider the elusive neutrino. 

7A. 5fjjinTitial Leptons and Lcpton Conservation 

The r.. ;i, r and their associated neutrinos form three generations of what we call sequential 
leptons. The properties are: 

• the charged lepton has a unique conserved Lpton number which is only shared by its 
-associated neutrino. One generation does not decay to another. 

• the neutrino has less mass than its charged partner and may have zero moss. 

The immediate question is how perfect is lepton conservation? At present no violations 
have been found.!7'2'7-4! Table 7.1 gives the present limits and also gives estimates as to 
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T&ble 7.1. Some present upper limits of tests of tepton number con
servation, and s«D-itivi'y which can bo reached with present techniques. 
From Refs. 7.2, 7.4, 7.7. 

Reaction Present 00% CL upper limit Expected sensitivity 
on branching ratios 

fi+ — e + 7 < 1.7 X I 0 - 1 0 10-12 1 

p+ - e+f+e- < 1.0 X 1 0 _ 0 I D " 1 2 

fi~Z — €~Z < 7 X J O - " l a - 1 2 

x£-i t*<s* < 2 X 1<TS io-» - i o - ' 2 

K+ — r+p**-* < 7 X 10*-° 1 0 - " - 10-12 

t~ — e~i < 7 X 1 0 - 4 i < r s 

T~ — fl'l < 6 X 10"* 10 " 5 

how much more precision can be obtained. In some processes we Can hape to probe down to 
levels of 1 0 - 1 " or smaller, but in others, such as T conservation'*', we don't see how to get 
below 1 0 _ s . This is unfortunate because one might hope that the relatively large mass of the 
T and the possible relatively large mass or the c r (the upper limit on the v r mass is about 160 
MeV) would lead to violations of lepton conservation and hence some clue to the connection, 
if there is one, between iepton generations, 

Eipirimental Need: To press the Lests ot lepton number conservation. 

Experimental Need: To find a new way to test Inpton number conservation. 

7B. Decay Modes of Sequential Lcptons 

The decay modes of sequential Icptotts illustrate how undiscovered heavy charged leptons 
would decay if they obey conventional weak interaction theory. Consider a hypothetical h-v 
sequential lepton pair with 

*»*, > ™* {7.\\ 

where m is mass. There arc two cases 

m/, - rrtt, < mw (7.2a) 
""L - ™» > ™W (7.26) 
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Fig. 7.1. 

For the first case, decay proceeds through a virtual W, Fig.7.1. Ignoring the Cabbibo 
suppressed decay modes and assuming m^ — mv > > mt+- »»i the decay branching fractions 
arc 

B(l -» fef £) ?a£(£ -» pjij/,,) as B(t -* im/r) fv I/O 
B(£ -* v hadtvn) TO 2/3 

The lifetime, Ti, is given by the famous m£ formula 

102jr3lf (l\ 

or 

(7.3) 

^•5Sfl 
TL ~ l < T u / ( m t GeV)" (7.4*) 

7C. Variations on Sequential Leptons 

We can c: tend the sequential lepton concept in various ways. There is no need for the 
neutral Icptan to have very smalt at sera mass. So we replace the v by an L°. Indeed -we 
might have 

maesi > TTtoeHi, (7.5) 

Then 

I? _ IT + f+ + (/(; ( = e, |i r ( 7 6 J 

£°-L-+(foKirona) + ; 

and the L~ may be stable. The branching fractions and the lifetime of the L° are given by 
E(j3.7.3 and 7.4. We can also consider pairs of neutral leptens L0-L°* with the same lepton 
number, If L° is more massive, possible decay modes sue 

L°-*La + t + + r i t=>e,pT 
L0^La + vt + I>t (7.7) 
L° - 1 ? + (kadronef 



These decays could not proceed through conventional weak interaction theory, because in that 
theory the weak current does not couple to two neutral fermtons. 

Fairs oT charged leptons L~—Il~ may have electromagnetic decays and were discussed in 
Sec.6B. 

We need not restrict our speculations to pairs of leptons. We may consider Families of 
leptans with the same unique, conserved lepton number. Aa example would be a triplet 
L * - t - - L « w i t h 

maaa^» > maa$i- > n w « t p (7.8) 

7D. Very Heavy Leptons with Partners 

Now wi onsider the -ase in Eq.T.Sb. Then the <!ecay mode is (Fig.7.2) 

L--*L° + W- (7.Pa) 

L° 

4B13A3G W 

Fig. 1.2. 

Of course the W will then decay 

W~ -» e~ Dt, p~ tip T" Pt, hadront (7.06) 

Therefore if the L° is stable the signature is 

V -* e~ or ji~ or hadrana •+• missing energy (7-fle) 

which ts the same, of course, as the signatures in Eq.7.3, Hie decay width is 

r(i- -1°+w~). -^4 U - ^ (i+—) P-»») 

where the L° mass has been ignored and a standard gauge coupling assumed. For m t » 
row, 

T «* Gf-ml/Sx y/i t* 3 X 1 0 _ 7 m | CeV (7.10fc) 
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where mL is in GeV. Thus for very heavy leptons the decay width can be the some magnitude 
as the mass. Similar considerations apply to 1?—V pairs with m^p—r*t > mjy. Incidentally, 
weak radiative corrections7 1 3 to the W and Z masses is conventional theory put upper limits 
on \tnL- — mLi\\. If a. pair of neutral leptons can conple to the weak current, we could have 

I?~L° + Za (Ml) 

7E. Lcptops with Mixing Much of the above discussion applfcs to models for leptons ID which 
lhcre is some sort of mixing between leptoos of different masses. Best known and most 
studied art? the proposals that there van be oscillation between the known neutrinos. Many 
experiments have sought Has effect but at prwent there is ao established evidence7'9 for the 
existence or neutrino oscillation. Other pioposals call for mixing between neutrinos of very 
different mass' 1 1 . 1 have nothing general to add to the many discussions of this subject. 
Rather I will give one example. 

Suppose that the r couples to a masslcss c r <u>d a massive neutral lepton N with mass 
mjy > ntT, and with mixing 

cos<*&r + siu^A/ ; (7.12) 

so th.it tin- 7 has the full weak roupling, g, to the v, plus the JV. The T lifetime would he 

T,{mr.asuTed)/T^pndicted if no N) = 1/ cosatf (7.13) 

since the r cannot decay to the N. Recent moaasurorncnts710 give the ratio in Eq.7.13 at the 
Co'/ti confidence limit as 

cos2^>0.8Q , niu*<0.4 

If a. non-zero vilu: were i-stablish«d Tor sin^, then one explanation would be that a heavy 
neutral Icpton couples to the r with strength jsin^. 

General possibilities as to tbe mixing of koowu neutrinos with heavy neutral leptoas has 
been considered.7 l l These possibilities when compared with experiment711 place limits on 
the existence of some special types of neutral leptons. 

ll is clear that lepton mixing is a possibility that experimenters should keep in mind when 
studying thr properties of tbe known leptons and when searching for new leptons. Mo one 
knows if it is a phenomena we shall ever see. 
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7F. Other Kind* of Lcptons 

There are other kinds of leptons that one can think about and then search tor'1, the usual 
list is: 

• stable heavy charged leptons; 

• stable heavy neutral Itptons; 

• spioseroleptM**. (Oi» c»o use snpertynunetiy theory or jofltase the idea of why iiot-); 

• fractionally charged leptoas. (Many quark searches ate also searches lot fractionally 
charged letionsj; 

• multiply charged lepLona. 

7G. Neutrinos 

I don't know what to hope for with respect to the neutrinos. Perhaps in spite of all our 
future measurements they will remain, to too best of our knowledge, elementary, spin 1/2, 
particles witb zero mass, DO mixing, and obeying conventional weak interactions. Perhaps their 
tremendous simplicity will be a clue equivalent to the clue that gave Einstein special relativity 
-the velocity of tight is a constant io vacuum, Or pcrhopa they have non-zero masses, then 
their simplicity is gone. They will then provide us with more data to lest ideas about the origin 
of mass (Ssc.ll). And if they have a moss tbty might bavs a magnetic moment, something 
very small but something else to try to measure. No matter which way one's hopes go, there 
are three well known experimental needs. 

Experimental Need: l b determine if ve has a non-zero mass »indicated by one experiment.7 1 2 

Experimental Need: To find a method to probe for the ty mass below 0-5 MeV. 

Experimental Need: To find a method to probe for the v, mass, below 100 MeV. 

7H. Detecting Neutrinos 

Many types of experiments are frustrated by our present methods of detecting neutrinos. 
Neutrinos in the MeV energy range are detected by the uverse beta dec*y method inveatcd in 
tin 1QS0'* by Cowan and Rdoea. Higher eawgy neutrinos are detet *•' by elastic scattering 
or inelastic scattering, a method used by Dauby «f of and abo proposed by rWeeorvo in the 
lew's. We nave no other techniques. 

If we bad much more efficient methods of neutrino detection we might 

• detect the black-body neutrino background left over from the big bang; 

• settle the solar neutrino problem*, 
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• do efficient neutrino astronomy; 

« improve searches For new particles tremendously; and 

• use neutrinos to explore tbe eartb'i interior. 

Bat ] know of BO proposal for muck score efficient aeatrino detection, indeed the problem 
looks so intractable that I won't eater H as an experimental seed. tMteaA I hat ft in See.13 
as an experimental brick walk I hope! am wrong. 

8. SEARCIHNQFORNEWLEPTONS 

SA. fast and Present Searches for Charged LeptOna 

No charged leptona haw been toondP'1'7 ,4^-1! beyond the e, u, and r. The most definitive 
searches bare «»ed e * V annihilation and the tower limits on the masses are 

n»rtor»«Hept«^lS'«»»C«V (8.1) 

If an e* _ coupled to tbe e~ is assumed, larger lower limits can be placed on &v, but this 
requites the use ol teAbci restrictive assumptions about the strength of tbe e-e* coupling. 
There are also lower limits or the order of 10 GeV/c2 on charged luptooi associated with 
nvuoos or n'Moo neutrinos, 

8B. Past and Present Searchos for Neutral Uptons 

Tbe experimental limits on the masses of undiscovered neutral leptons are very weak. 
Neutral leptoas less tb»n a GeV in mass could exist and wo would not know that. The reason 
for our ignorance is that the definite search meteod 

« + « - - » 2 ° -+I?+IP (8.3) 

ha? a very small cross section at the energies of existing « + «~ colliders, jamming conventional 
weak interactions the expected yield of i ? £ ? pairs via Eq-SJ! at present energies b about 20 
pairs per year of data taking at s luminosity of 10 3 tcm'* 2a~ l. Since there are various decay 
modes and the eln>ie«^ ft»* oMetiog airy alngte 
no* be sensitive enongb- Neverfheksa as data, b eoaVcted at PEP ariPETRA the search for 
an I? continues. 

Fixed target experiments have l x k t d t M , M l for various special binds of neutral batons 
such as 

I i) an I? associated with a n; 

(ii) an L° associated with an e; 
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(iii) a stable L J produced is pp collisions; 

(iv) an L° produced in a K or D meson decay. 

But these are not general searches and an L° with a mass as low as iieveral hundred r.'eV/-:2 

could exist. cd not have been detected in these searches. Reference 7.11 discusses various 
searches and search methods. 

8C. Future Heavy Lcpton Searches at e + e~ Colliders 

We have a great de3l of experience in searching for charged leptons via 

e+e~ —• iviriwi -» L+ + L~ (8.3a) 

It is easy to extend that experience to 

e + < - - Z° - t + + IT ; (»,36) 

and to neutral lepton production 

e+ -t-1~ -* Z° -* L° +I7> (8.3c) 

These processes have very distinctive signatures. We 6 rst restrH our discuss .on to lepton.i 
with mt, < r»w or trig. For brevity we consider only leptons witb partners, tht,- lighter partner 
being stable. Clearly more complicated decay schemes can be devised. Examples of signatures 
arc 

L~ — L° + r + 0{: 1 prong 

/ - _ —* L + hadrona : hadron jet 

I? -> IT +t+ +vt: 2 prong 
fnLa > mL- (g.4>) 

h —> IT + kadrans : IT + hadron jet 

L~ — +L'~ + t + r : Sprang 
mL- > mL>- L" — M~ + \>t + P ( : 1 prong (8.4f) 

L~ —» L'~ + hadrons : l!~ + hadron jet 
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Table 8.1 gives R values, and event rates Tor Iepton pair production at -,/s < %M\y. The 
event rales at the 2° are of course magnificent, but even below and above ihe Z° they are 
adequate-

Table 8.1. R values and produced lepton pair rates for e"*"e~ —* 
t i w i t h >Ji < 2mm- £. = IO 3 1 cm~% a - 1 and 10 7 s/year '.i assumed. 
The Standard Modfl is used with tbe conventional coupling constants. 
The radiation correction is applied at the Z° peak. Threshold effects 
are ignored. 

iGoV) 

L+L- I?T? 

iGoV) R Events/yr R Eve-nts/yr 

40 1.00 5,400 0.016 SO 

03 (Z°) 110 U 0,000 225 225,000 

150 1.43 550 0.81 310 

j 200 1.27 280 0.50 110 

As an example of how a new lepton is found consider the decay mode'' in Eq.S.4a and 
assume the branching fraction is 0.1 foT each leptonic decay mode. Then the fraction of 
all pairs giving c+ji evenly, e+hadron jet events, or /H-hftdron jet events is 0.3. The only 
important background to this signature is from T pairs, and if hartroa clusters are required to 
have moi" than 3 particles even Lhis background is negligible. Hence it is quite easy to detect 
the presence ot a now leplon even when the total production Tate is only a few hundred pairs 
per year. The L° events are even mor^ distinctive. 

The mass of tb> new kptoc can be roughly calculated from the kinematics of the eveu'. •, 
as was done with the r. Ullimately a threshold measurement is necessary to obtain a precise 
mass value. 

Experimental Need: To construct the higher energy c+tT colliders, TRISTAN, SLC, and LEP, 
so that definitive heavy lepton searches can be made. 

Now consider 

rrt£, > mjy or m%, (8.5) 
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Then some or the decay modes are 

IT -* W~ + i? : IV jii6 + mttaing momentum 
IT - 2° + L'~ : Z jtsta + L'~ 
p _ IV- + £+ ; H' jttt + L+ 

+ mtasinp momentum 

These are distinctive signatures, for example 

e+ + e~ - i + + l~ - L° + ZP + \V+ + W 

gives cvente with a pair of W's and missug momentum. And 

e + + e~ -> L° + W - L + + IT + W+ + ]V~ 

(8.6) 

(8.7*) 

(8.7*) 

is very distinctive. Backgrounds are discussed in References 1.3 and 2.9. Table 8.2 gives It 
vaiues and event rates. 

Thbie 8.2. R values and produced lepton pair rates for c+e~ —• 
Lh with V/JS > .2 TeV. £ —-10 3 3 cm" 3 a - 1 and 107 s/ye?» b assumed. 
The Standard Mode) h U3t>d with the omventional coupling corjtants. 
Threshold effects are ignored. 

|ToV) 

L+lr L°Z? 

|ToV) R Evcnts/yr R Events/yr 

0.2 1.27 2S,000 0.50 11,000 

( 0.7 1.18 

" 

2,100 0.32 570 

J 2.0 1.17 " Z50 0.31 70 

Tims e + (~ colliders provide tbc must definitive way to search for heavy leptons, neutral 
as -v<?ll as charged. 

8D. Future rleavy t,epton Searches nt ep Colliders 

The cp collider offers n powerful wnyK 3 ' 7 'I to search Tor charged or neutral leptons which 
have the lepton number of thr e. The reaction 

( + p — E~ + anything 5.8a) 



can ticcur through i or neuti:il weak current exchange, while 

onyErrinp (8,8b) 

can occur through charged weak current exchange. Figure 8.1 (fives an example of tLe event 
rate. 

2i.000 

20.000 

60 SO 100 
E'MASS IGev) 

120 

Fig. 8.1. Evtnls per year for the production of a hy-
ptthttitat EP heavy Upton fox 10 GtV tUtiron* (ottidinj 
with t T«V prolan*, attumifij An iniefrottd tummottly of 
to3® cm"2 pzr ytar. 

The p»inciple mechanism foi the production d more general types ot leplons is virtual 
ptotoproduction 

« + p -• «~ -^virtual + anything 
7iti'ituo( — L +L 

(8.0) 

UaforiuDsiFly this ross section becomea very small'-1 Tor m^ greater than tens of GeV/c'2. 
Furthermore, wo do not know huw to find the £ + L~ pair under the large hadronic production. 
For example the photoproductkm of r pairs has yet to be detected. 

8E. Future Heavy Lnpton Searches at pp and p p Colliders 

There arc two general methods to producing heavy leptoas in hadron-hadroa tollisions. 
One general production mechanism is quark-antiquark annihilation: 

l.+ + V 
• L++IT o r i ° + F (8.10) 

1 + ? ~» Tp.VtuoI • 
fl + 1 — ̂ irluol • 
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The cross section for this process vas discussed in Sec.3A and shown in Fig.3.4. For very 
heavy leptons, it is given by Eq.3.11. Consider m i = lOOGeV and estimate tbe integral as 
0.1. Then 

«(pp w PP — L + L+ hadront)'- I 0 " M cm2 (8.11J 

Therefore 

*af°tct * 10'" (8-12) 

The signatures of the LL pair are those discussed in Sec.7, but they may be obscured by the 
hadronic background in the same event. This difficulty combined with the very small signal-
to-noise ratio of Eq.8.12 has discouraged planning for heavy Itplon searches at hadron-hadron 
colliders. 

Experiments.) Need: l b develop general signatures for heavy bpton searches at ppandpp 
colliders. 

The second general mRclmnism Tor heavy leptoo production at ppoipp colliders is tbe 
decay of a heavy particle 

W~ - IT + J? (S.13o) 
Z° - I* + V (8.136) 
Z°-.L° + 1? (8.13c) 

A -* IT + IP + nadrone {l.lZd) 

There have been intetestidg discissions of some of these search methods'8 2 _ M using the W 
or Z. They are important because tbe W a:/ Z are already being produced at the CERN pp 
collider. The signatures are not straightforward because there is usually missing momentum 
carried off by neutral Uptons, and none of the masses via be rcwinstrufttcd. (Of course if the 
i * is stable, Z° -* L+ +L~ is a superb signature.) The Glial process, Eq.8.l3d, has the added 
dif 'culty of being speculative, no heavy b is known at present. 

Heavy Leptoa Searches ip Fixed Target Experiments 

There arc many types of fixed target searches.. The simplest type of search is to study the 
nature of tbe charged particle beam produced by a primary proton or electron beam bitting 
a fixed target. Such searches are always done when a new, higher energy, accelerator begins 
operation. A 2D TeV proton accelerator allows a mass range up to 100 GeV/c s for stable or 
long lived charged lepton searches. 

Tbe interaction of electron, muon or neutrino beams with a fixed target offers the possi
bility of the production of heavy leptons7-' associated with those leptoua. For example, one 
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can look for an £.* lepton with the lepton number of the ty using 

fji + N -» L* + JindVont 
(«J4) 

This is a ;«ite dean signature. The upp«r limit to the mass range of atich secondary beam 
searches is 

m & <Jfy/2 GtV (S.15) 

A very high intensity, primary, proton or electron beam provides opportunities foT search
ing Tor stable or long-lived neutral leptun.t in a beam dump experiment. In such an experiment, 
Fig-8.3, the primary beam interacts completely in a draw target called the dump. A long shield 
absorbs all photons, charged particles and hadronj;. Neutral penetrating particles, such as aa 
L°, are detected in a massive deteeLar through their weak interaction. Or, it the L° la unstable 
its decay products might be detected*' . 

Hiqn imentily 
Pumaiy Beam 

fc 
Interaction 
In Detector 

\ Nwlrol Otlttlot 

Particle 

Ftj. 8.2. Sehtmctit diagram of a btam 
dump tiftrimtnt stanking for hng-tived 
or alabU neutral Up tons. 

SO. Total Number oT Massless and Small Mass Neutral Leptons 

The decays of the Z° to massless or smalt mass neutral lepton pairs [tP includes the known 
neiltrinos hero) 

provides a general way to search for neutral leptons with 

(8.16a) 

(e.iet) 

which obey conventional weak interaction theory. Unfortunately our present methods of v or 
I? detection arc incapable of providing; direct measurement of the decay modes In Eq,8.16. 
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Indirect methods must be used, Tabic 8.3, such as meosurcmc-Dl ol the decay width T% or tbu 
2°, Ignoring threshold effects 

r* = 24^/2n 
(8.17a) 

Table 8 3. Limits from experiments on total cumber, Ngt, of raassless 
and small mass neutral leptons, including qeutrinos. 

Method Present upper limit 
on Ntf 

Reference 

T2 f r o i n « + + e _ - t 2 ° Not possible yet 8.5 

above 2 " peak 
Not possible yet S.6,8.7,88 

below Z peak 
43(90%CL) 8.13 

Tz & 10 GtV from CERN 
pp collider experiments 

~ 3 0 

<7[Pp^ZX)/ff(Pp-»Vy) 18 (W% CL) 8.11 

fflpp-^ZJO/fftPp-WX") 3 (9091 CL) 8.12 

•where the symbols are defined in Sec.S.A, and the sum is over all fcrmions / such that 

2°-/ + / (8.176) 

In Eq.8.17a, Cm|/24 >/2> fa wfj.WeV, and Table 2.1 gives {vj + ff). Excluding the t quark 
and using Table 2.1 

Q w ; + C ? ) a : 3 x 2 . 0 + 3X 1.0 + 5 X 1.2 + 0 X 1.5 = 3D 
/ 

Hence we expect 

r z ^ 2 7 O 0 A f e r (8.17c) 

Each additional moss)ess or small mass neutral Upton pair adds about 180 MeV or above 7% 
to the width. Such a measurement precision8-5 <-»T) ultimately be obtained in 

(8.18) 



but it is not easy. An alternate 19 to measure the cross section foi 

e + + e~ -4 7 v

0

j r i U B i — t + all L6 Z° pairs (8.18) 

just above the £° peak. This cross section directly measures the number or IP1P pairs, Ny>. 

Prescnl experimental limits on N& are listed in Tabic 8.3. The reaction8* 

has been discussed** as a way to determine AD upper limit on NLn, but according to Shrock8-10 

this cannot he done because the cross section calculation is so uncertain. 

Experimental Need: To measure the total number of different kinds of small mass and zero 
mass neutrinos. This number plus 3 (for the charged leptons) tells us the minimum number 
of different kind* o! tcptons. It is also an Important check on present cosmological theories 
which predict no more the 4 different kinds of massless neutrinos. 

0. THE KNOWN QUARKS 

OA. Quarks as Elementary Particles 

In the standard model, the quarks have the same status as the leptons as elementary 
particles, In thinking of experiments beyond the standard model, we should for a moment go 
far beyond the standard model, and consider if the quarks are indeed physical entities at all. 
Will quarks, forever constrained to be hidden inside badrons, go the way of the electromagnetic 
cllicr of the nineteenth century? 

If wo persist in thinking of the known quarks, Tahla 0.1, as physical particles, then we 
should apply the same elem en tartness tests we used Tor the leptons, Sec.6. These tests are, of 
course, less direct because the quarks being tested are always inside hadrons. 

Table 0.1. The known quarks. 

Quark Charge Mass (McV) 

u +2/3 & few to 300 depending on definition 

d -1/3 a Tew to 300 depending on definition 

s -1/3 about 200 to 500 depending on definition 

e 

b 

+2/3 about 1500 e 

b -1/3 about 5000 

» 
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Or course, the modern language for considering corrections to the naive quark model 
a quantum ebn .^dynamics. The question of the elcmentariness of the quarks is then: is 
the quark a point particle once the mechanism of quantum chromodynamics - gtuon* and the 
strong interaction - is taken into accountf The major experimental area for such considerations 
is the inelastic lepton scattering discussed in Sec.6C. These experiments and Bjorken scaling 
led the way in the development or the concept of the quark as a point particle. 

However the cleanest modern tests of the elementariacss of quarks is hadron production 
In e+c~ annihilation. 

e++e~-*'j-*q + H-*hadront ; 

and the prediction that the total cross sections R value (see Eq.S.10 ) is 

Rh,«,mic= 11/3 (C.4) 

Above the b quark production threshold. Lyons 6 1' parameterized deviations from this pre
diction by the factor (I + */A 2 )~ 5 and Gnds 

Ajw* > 240 GeV (fl.S) 

fiB. Can Quarks be Isolated 

There an' three w.iys to look for free, that is isolated, quarks: search in cosmic rays, try 
to produce Tree quarks at an accelerator, 01 look in macroscopic pieces of matter, 

The accelerator searches'9-1"9,3) have used fixed target experiments including heavy ions 
as projectiles9-*, and e*e~,pp,andpp colliders. None of these experiments have found free 
quarks. There is also no accepted evidence for free quarks in cosmic ray searches.!0-'-0-3) The 
significance of upper limits on the product!OD of free quarks in the accelerator and cosmic ray 
searches depends upon a bewildering variety of models nnd assumptions; 1 know of no useful 
way to summarize the limits. Although all these searches have been fruitless and alt bough 
quantum chromodynamics prohibits the existence of free quarks, it is certain that as each 
higher energy collider turns on, the first experiment will include searches for free quarts. 

Searches for isolated quarks in macroscopic pieces of matterI , ' I - 0 - 3 , *' s _ 0 T l have the advan
tage that the interpretation of their significance requires just two assumptions. The assump
tions ore (a) that due to charge conservation there is at least one stable fractionally charged 
quark, and [",/ that some Tree quarks could survive the big bang. Furthermore, if the search 
methods do not involve a quark concentration step, then the ratio of quarks found or not 
found to nuclei can be stated directly, 1 therefore turn to this class cf searches as summarized 
in Tabic 0.2. 
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TaWe 9.2. Recent tree quark searches as tabulated in Ret. 0.7. 

Method Ref. Sample Mass Quarks per 
__^ material mg nucleoli 

r 

Superconducting levilomeler 0.5 niobium 1.1 ~Mr*o 
Ferromagnetic levitonaeler 9.6 steel 8.7 < 1.3 X 10~ 2 1 

Ferromagnetic levitometer A.8 steel 0.7 < 6.9 X 1 0 _ a i 

Automated Millikan liquid ».« mercury 0.2 < 2.6 X MT" 
drop 

Automated Millikan liquid tl.7 water 0.05 < 9.8 X 1 0 - M 

drop 

As you know the situation is unresolved. W. Fairbank and bis colleagues have reported 
several times 9 , 5 the existence of ±e/3 fractional charge in. niobium using a. superconducting 
magnetic levitometer. No other experimenters II&YO studied niobium directly or use this tech
nique. On the ot her hand no evidence for such fractional charge has been found using the feno-
mngnciic Icvitoniotcr technique'"'0 *l or an automated Millikan liquid drop tnchniqye.'9,7,0•* 

1 think 1 hnl these sr-arrhes for free quarks, or at least fractional charge, in macroscapit 
jjj.TPs of matter must be pushed much further in sensitivity to probe beyond the standard 
model. It appears to be difficult to push the levitometer or liquid drop technique more than 
a fnrtor of 10 in sensitivity. However two new eltctromctcr techniques, one being developed 
by my mlleagure and myself9 ! 0 and one being developed hy Williams and Gillies,0-11 may be 
••apable of more sensitivity. 

Lxperimenta! Need: To press un with the search for free quarks. QCD does not require that 
ipiarks be bound1-1, but rven if it did, physics in the end is an experimental science. 

of. Quark ^ \ m g 

The mixing of quarks in the weak interaction is properly part of the standard model I 
will however summarize the facts, following the review by Jariskog0-'3, because the known 
quark mixing is one of Hit- stimuli for thinking about lepton mixing, Sec.S, and for thinking 
about new types of quarks, Sec.10. Here we assume the existence of the t quark. 

The mass cigrnstatcs of the quarks are 

charge = +2/3 ; tt, c, t , f l «. 
charge = -1/3 : o*,s,6 ' 
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But the weak interaction doublets arc 

(5) • (;) • W "" 

^ \ ( V*d V„ V„b \ 
M = vtd 

V„ ^ i 
\e} \ vtd 

v„ v e 6 / 
It is useful to use the approximate values 

f •<" 0.23 0 
V = -0.23 I ±0.1 

I 0 ±0.05 1 

(9-8) 

r) 
Of course 0.23 b the sin of the Cabibbo angle. As noted by Jarlskog' 1 3 it b surprbing that the 
mixing between the first and third generation is so small, and that even Lfae mixing between 
the second and third b small. Is this a portent for the behavior of higher generations? 

10. SEARCHING FOR HEAVY QUARKS 

10A- Conventional Heavy Quarks with Mas? < W Mass 

I consider for most of this section conventional heavy quarks, meaning quarks similar in 
•jroperlies to the known quarks: the u, d, s, c, b. 

I define conventional heavy quarks to hove the following properties: 

a. their strong interaction obeys quantum chromodynamies; 
b. their decay occurs only through the weak interaction; 
c. their charge ia ± l /3o r ± 2/3; 
d. they have spin 1/2. 

Definitive lower limita on the masses of such -uarks come from searches at PETilA, For 
example, M. Althotf el a / 1 0 1 find 

m{ehargt = 2/3) > 22 GeV 
mfrhargc = 1/3) > 21 GeV < J 0 J ' 

Preliminary evidence has been presented 1 1 2 for the existence of the t quark is the mass range 
of 30 to 50 GeV/c 2. 

As with the ieptons, I consider Grst 

TTIQ < mw (10.2) 
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and note that the decays would proceed in analogy to the decay patterns i>f the b and c quarks: 

b —e+rf+e 
b—c+c~+pe 

b — - + r~ + DT 

e —• 6+ u + 5 
c - . s + « + + ve (10.4) 
c — e + f i + + */„ 

The Q decays arc 

<?-? + / + ? ' (10-5) 

where q is a quark with m ? < ng. The conventional requirement b that the flavor changing 
current be charged: 

| ehargeQ — chargtq \ s= 1 = | charge/ + charge-* | (10.6) 

and the / J a r « quark-aotiquark or lepton pars -which satisfy Eq.19.6. IT charged Tliggs bosons 
or other light charged bosons exist, the decay mode 

Q-q+If (10.7) 

would also occur. 

The known heavier quarks prefer to decay to the quark nearest in mass. If we apply this 
model to the Q quark we would get a cascade 

«-Vfli + /i + 7i 

r % do*) L"fe + /a + ; 

Thus the Q jet would be complicated: it might consist of several subsidiary jets; it would 
contain charm and strange mesons; and it would contain several leptons. 

As long as we are considering new heavier quark? we might consider a type with a ringle 
decay to a vury light qu^rk 

Q^m<3ht + f+T (wo) 

The jet Trom this quark would look quite different from that described above: it would have 
a simpler jet structure and less leptons. 
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The experimental determination that a jet or set of jets comes from a new heavy quark is 
a complicated procedure. Some considerations are: 

• The mass of the Q quart may be indicated by a measurement or the jet mass or at least 
by a measurement of the jet angular width. 

• Leptons with large ft relative to the jet axis may also be used to indicate the large mass 
of the Q. 

• If no jet is observed the presence of Q + Q production might be indicated by special 
multilepton events such as events containing an t\x pair. 

10B. Heavy Quarks with Mass > W or Z Mass 

As with leptons, Sec.7B, when 

mg > ">W (10.10) 

the decay process is 

Q^W± + I, (lO.il) 

These decay modes have useful signature when the jet configuration allows the q quark jet to 
be distinguished from the W jets. The considerations of Ref, 7.12 on |TTIQ m^ may limit 
the mass range of a search for Q. 

IOC. Quarkonium 

The c and b quarks were discovered through their vector meson bound states %'[* J), namely 
the rj> and T. There are two methods for finding and studying the V(qif): 

In t*t~ annihilation one looks for 

« + + e —* V{q!j) —» hadrone 

e + + e~ -» V ( J 5 ) — ? + t~\ f = e,u 

A narrow peak in the cross section versus y/e indicates the presence of the V. 

In hadron-hadron collisions one looks Tor 

ft + A —V(Q Q) + anything 

The t'C pair is used to reconstruct the mass of the V. 

(10.12) 

(10.11) 

Both methods of looking for heavy quarks through the detection of quarkonium get difficult 
when my is large, 1* The upper l imits 1 3 seem to be my & 80 GeV for c + e~ colliders and 
my &• 50 GtV for pporpp colliders. 
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10D. An Example of Heavy Quark Production and Detection 

We have now developed enough background material that we need not give a complete 
discussion of heavy quark production and detection at colliders, an example will be sufficient. 
Suppose the t quark is found and the next heavier quark, Q, is the charge 1/3 member of a 
fourth general inn quark doublet, and suppose 

mQ=500GeV (10.12) 

Then the decay mode is 

Q — W~ + q (10.13) 

Consider first a 2 TeV total energy « +*~ collider with 10 3 3 c m - 2 a~1 luminosity. The 
signature is 

(10.14) 

•W-+q ; 
namely 2W jets plus 2 qiwk jfts. The major background is the process 

t 
+ + r -> vv + + w~ (10.1&) 

From Sec.2A, Eqs.2.8 and 2.14, R ~ t and the total cross section above threshold is about 
I0~ 1 7 cm2. In a year of 107 a this leads to 1000 produced QQ pairs. The signature in 
Kq. 10.14 is quite different from the major background of Lq. 10.15. Therefc- the events from 
QQ production should he relatively easy to identify. 

Consider next a -10 TeV total energy pp collider with 10 3 3 cm" 2 »~l luminosity. There 
are three basic professes, Fig.lD.l, which cun produce QQ pairs. The initial gluons or 

X-X-X, 
* * ft 0 a 0 

Fij. 10.1. 

quarks mine from the incident protons as described in Sec.3A. We could use the crude ideas 
d Sec.3A to estimate the cross sections of the processes in Fig.10.1, but it b better and easier 
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to use the careful emulations of Ref.3.1, as reproduced in Fig. 3.5. Tbe cross section is about 
H T W cm1 (or 40TeV pp toU'isiona, yfcMinglO* produced QQ pairs per y*». Vstaglbe decay 
mode of Eq.10.l3, the event is 

p + p - » W f + + W ~ + g - je*+}- , ;> ( +team hadrent (10.16) 

The separation of thb signal from the various backgrounds of mullijet production might t» 
duUcak here, bat there are other possibilitiffl. For example, the targe production rate might 
allow Uw ««o of a signature in which one of the W» decayed into an tvt mode instead of iato 
a jet mode. 

Incidentally. Fig&S shows the importance of having high total energy to get a large 
production rate. For example, the cross section for production of a 500 GeV <raark io 10 TeV 
pp collisions is about 10" 3 6 em 2, a Tactor of 100 smaller than the 40 TeV cross section. 

Wi cHtcfodt this subsection -with a note on heavy quark production at ep colliders. The 
major production process is, Fig. 10.2, 

T+9-+Q+Q (10.17) 

},. 
* T*edT > — f hedroni 

Fig. W.9, 

It is comparatively difficult for the gluon-pbotoo system to attain » large invariant 
Compart the heavy quark production in a 9.t TeV e and 20 TeV p coKder, Fig. 10.3, with 
a pp colMer with 40 TeV p beams. In the ep collider tbe 1 pb cross section occurs at about 
0.2 TeV quark mass; in tbe pp comder, Fig. 3.5, it occurs at about L-3 TeV quark mass. 
Fortbennore the ep collider win have smaller maximum lumiaosity by a factor of 10-100. 
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Fiy. 10$. Total mu ttttion far the production of a charge 
S/S tfutrk in tp tollhhfu tufof tht prottii in Fi$. 10.9. The 
three tttt of eurvt* art far tltttron* of energy IS GeV, SO 
GtVt and 900 GtV tattfiing untk 20 TeVprotom. The eoU'd 
end dathtd turvti art far anah cut* 6 greattr than 8sand 10" 
Tupcclivtly on tht produeift ftrmioni. PrcmRtf. 10.6. 

10E. Remarks op Unconventional Quarks 

Just as we expanded our concept of leptoni in Sccs.7 and 8 so we can analogously expand 
our concept of possible new types «r quarks. I'll just give one example, tlic reader can develop 
other analogies. 

Suppose there b a l«!*vy quark doublet 

(10.18) 

Let the Q* - Q weak coupling be 0eosd> aod the coupling of Q to all lighter quarks be g>smd> 
with the mixing angle 6 close to 0, for example even smaller then V& **- 0,0$ nt See.OC. Thoo 
the meson composed otQ+tkotQ+iqaaika eottltf have ft veiy long Bfetinw, and the signature 
for the Q quark would be a massive meson with a very long lifetime. 

11. THE ORIGIN OF MASS 

HA. The Mass Question 

One of the most important results of the last three decades of particle physics research is 
thai we are no longer able to avoid the question of the origin of particle masses. If we accept 
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the lcptons, the quarks, and the force-carrying bosons as btisic particles, then we must explain 
two things: 

• What is the mechanism which produces mass? 

• Why is th« mass range so large, Fig.ll.I, from possibly 0 for the photon and neutrinos 
to 100 GeV for the VV and Z7 Why is mt/tr)e «» 35007 And if we assign a mass of » few 
MeV to the ct and d quarks, why is the mass of thu t> quark 1000 times larger 

I O , 2 | -

10" -
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to* 
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The problem of the origin of mass bas plagued physicists since the era of Lorenti. The 
mass of tb« electron could be explained by assuming trie electron ~vas a uniformly charged 
ball of radius 

Te = f^/trtC1 ; (11.1) 

f>3 

http://Fig.ll


but ttii'u where was the mass equivalent or the other force which held the electron together. 
Ami in thv modern era, starting with quantum electrodynamics, we have had to deal with 
mass associated infinities by rcnormalization. 

Presort theories about the origin of muss mostly revolve around the Higgs mechanism, 
so I'll say a few words about the present status of that concept. Then I'll summarize sotne 
current ideas about the masses of fermions ID composite models. Finally I'll turn to what 
can be done experimentally. We will see that except for searches for Higgs particles, all other 
experimental ideas are vague, an unfortunate situation. 

1 IB. Tlic Higgs Mechanism and Its Extensions 

At present (he Higgs mechanism1'* is the most accepted theory of the origin of mass. One 
begins with masstess vector boson and termion. fields. They couple with each other according 
to the clectroweak or strong interaction. But they also couple to a pair of special scalar Gelds 
called Higgs fields. These couplings give masses to the fcrmions and vector bosons, and the? 
lead to some of the lliggs fields becoming physics] particles. 

A bit of symbolism for the fermiao case. Consider a fcrmion of moss mj. The Dir&c 
equal ion 

iV&V0 - m?4> — 0 (11.2) 

comes from the Lagrangian 

I = i $ i"dH\!> -mjj>$ f 11,3) 

but whore docs the my romt- from? The only generally accepted alternative to just writing 
mj in. is to leplare 

ImoM==-»>/0^ (11.4) 

by 

where gr is coupling constant for the particular fermion f and $ is the scalar Higgs field. Then 
0 is given * non-*ero expectation value < ^ >rj and 

Lma„=*-gf <<!>>aJ>T!> (11.6) 

Rives Gq. 11J wil b mj = gj < <j> >Q. 
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The strong support for this mechanism comes from several sources. la its simplest form 
it b incorporated 1B the standard model clectrowcok theory and it explains how the W and 
Z become massive while the photon remains m&sstess. It also yields the correct quantitative 
mass relations of the W and Z. Finally, the physical Hjggj particle plays a role in preventing 
divergencies in weak interactions at high energy.1 * 

Why then is the Higgs mechanism stti)) provisional! First, a physical Higga particle has 
not yet bees found. Second, quoting Weisskopf, 

"The Iliggs coupling contains as many arbitrary coupling constants as there are 
masses. This is a rather awkward way to 'explain' the existence of masses and their 
magnitudes. It is possible, of course, that those Higgs particles really exist. Then the 
Higgs coupling is nature's way of making masses. I believe that nature should be more 
inventive, but experiments may prove me wrong." 

The arbitrary coupling constants are the ff/'s in Eq.II.5. Third, the Higgs mechanism raises 
some fundamental questions which may be harder to solve than the problems solved by the 
Higgs mechanism. For example: the mass of the physical Higgs particles are sot given by the 
theory; the representation used for the Higgs field is arbitrary and even ugly, and quoting 
ElUi3 , 0 "elementary scalar particle mm& such as mH &ie 'very unstable." 

The Higgs mechanism aa described above is carried out by elementary scalars. The theories 
of technicolor and extended technicolor provide composite scalars to carry out ths Higgs 
mechanism. In technicolor a set of new elementary fcrmionSitechnifermions, are confined by 
a new strong force to produce composite particles analogous to hadrons, The technique is the 
technicolor scMflT boson which replace the rieinfmtary lliggs scalar and gives masses to the 
W ant) Z. The range of the technicolor force is taken to be (I TeV) -', the analogous range 
for the usual strong force is (1 C3eV)~]. Quoting Kane and myself13, 

The Technicolor approach is a nice idea, with many attractive features. So far it 
has not been implemontrd in a simple mode] with good explanatory power and easily 
testable prediction!*, though interesting approaches do exist. Earlier comprehensive 
models have met contradictions when trying to gel fcrnuan masses, CKM angles, and 
small flavor changing neutral currents all correct, but it u not kaowo. whether such 
problems ILK intrinsic to the theory or due to insufficiently clever theorists.* 

"From our viewpoint, Technicolor provides a useful guide to particles and interac
tions which might he the clues to Dew physics. It provides new and detectable particles 
both on the mass scales of 1 TeV and m < 3OT GcV, in accord with many prejudices." 
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11C. Mass in Composite Model* 
Tbe old view of i composite elementary particle usually consisted of thinking stout two 

or mare vvry massive constituents, wi<h masses A/,, hauad together in & very stfan& potential. 
Then rbe particle mass m would be given by 

m = 2 M , - £ 6 (W-7) 
• 

when h'(, is ibe binding energy- This view has r&Uen into disfavor because one needs to take 

Ei»m (11:8) 

to explain the difficulty of breaking up this particle and then one needs to explain why EfMj 
almost exactly cancels E\,. 

The modern v i e w l 1 1 2 , 0 1 ' is that the constituents of tbe particle are massless or have 
masses on tbe order of the particle mass itself. Making the constituent massleas makes it easy 
to explain (he cbiral symmetry properties of the loptons and quarks. Tbere is still a large 
mass scale M„ in tbe model. This is a measure of the compasitencss energy scale and could 
be larger than the value of A discussed in Sec,6, for example. If the constituents are masslegj, 
then a non-zero fennioo mass must come from a liiggs>Uke mechanism or from a dynamical 
effect. But most dynamical effects which generate mass require the existence of a massive 
gauge particle to interact with the constituents. And then tbe question of the origin or the 
masses of these gauge particles must be answered. 

Summarizing, the modem concept of composite particles docs not provide an alternative 
mechanism for tbe origin of mass, although it may explain the relatively smalt masses of the 
known leptons and quarks. 

11D. Experiments on the Origin of Mass 

Almost all experimental work and proposed experiments concerned with the origin of mass 
are searches for physical Higgs particles. Tbe work and the proposals have been, extensively 
reviewed; and I shall not discuss specific Higgs particle searches in these pre-leeture notes. 

However tbe experimenter may generalize the concept of a iliggs particle search as follows. 
The interactions of all known particles depend upon the particle mass in a kinematic but not 
a dynamic way. The masses enter in phase space calculations and threshold considerations, 
but not into tbe strength of tbe interaction. For example the weak interaction decay rate of 
the Z° k> ou / / pnh> Sec.RG, depends upon the counting constants ( B , 2 + i^ a) which a n 
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independent of mz atmj. The magnitude* of m j and mj enters the calculation only because 
there is a threshold effect as mj approaches m^/S-

Gtneral experiments on the origin of mass would search for dynamic effects of mass. The 
Higgs mechanism provides an example. The decay of A neutral physical Higgs particle to a 
lepton pair 

H°->L+ + lr (11.7) 

would be strongest for the largest mass L because the coupling of the Higgs particle to the L 
pair, Eq.llJ>, is proportional to the L mass. Another example, 1 had once hoped that the r 
lifetime would be shorter than that predicted by conventional weak interaction theory, Sec.7B. 
My hope was that the large mass would intrinsically lead to a less stable lepton, thus giving a 
clue to the origin of mass. Unfortunately the i lifetime is as expected. Summarizing, searches 
for dynamic effects of mass involve: 

• measurement of strong and eleetroweak cross sections, particularly of heavy particles; 

• measurement of decay rates and branching ratios, particularly of heavy particles. 

Beyond this, oil we can do is tbc obvious: 

• keep looking for heavier particles to give us clues to empirical rules for mass spectra; 

• keep studying the masses or mass limits of the neutrinos and keep looking for other 
light particles to give us clues to tbc mass range of the known particles. 

Experimental Need: There is a tremendous need to find new experimental methods to inves
tigate the origin of mass. 

12. EXPERIMENTAL CLUES TO BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL 

At present there arc eight kinds of possible experimental clues to the phyiics that might 
lie beyond the standard model. In all cases ths data b preliminary, or not yet verified by other 
experiments, or contradicted by other experiments. I Ibt these possible clues in Table 12.1. 
Some of these clues were discussed by other speakers at this school, a few were discussed by 
me. I shall not reproduce any of that discussion here, but simply present the Ibt along with 
recent references, and let the leader carry oat thei: own evaluation. The clues are ordered 
according to energy range in the table. 
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Tabic 12:1. Possible experimental clues to the physics that might be beyond the 
standard model. The references givun are quite incomplete, they are merely intended to 
iiUniJuci- the subject. 

Possible Clue Energy Range 
(Ccnter-of-mnss} 

Reference 

Unexplained effects and 
events alCEUN $9 
collider 

30-150 GeV 
P.Bagnaia tt of., Phys. Lett. 
138B, 10MI9M) 
G.Arnbna ei si, Phys. Lett 
13RB,U5|m4) 

| CELLO 2 fi + 2 jet event 40-45 GeV 
IM.Bchrend er «i, Phys. Lett. 
14 IB. 145 (1984) 

\ Zeta |8.3) SGeV 
C.Peck tt el, SLAC-PUB-33S0 
DESY 84-04 (1084) 
W.Smith, Ptoc.Ifl&t SLAC 
Summer Inst, on Particle Phya. 

i Same sign dilcptons 
1 to neutrino interactions 1-10 GeV 

C.Peck tt el, SLAC-PUB-33S0 
DESY 84-04 (1084) 
W.Smith, Ptoc.Ifl&t SLAC 
Summer Inst, on Particle Phya. 

j Anomalies in neutrino 
v production in beam dumps 1-10 GeV 

M.E.Duffy ti «l, Phys.Rev. 
Lett.52, 186S (l«&4) 
K.Wuiiet, Proc. 1893 Int. Symp. 
Lcpton and Photon Interactions 

Xt (2.2) 2 GoV 
K.Einswcilcr, PhD Thesis 
SLAC-2T2(l9&4) 

i 

\ Annmalon effect in 
t nuclear interactions 

1-2 GeV per 
nucleoli (not 

renter of mass) 

E.M.ftiedlander ti at., Phys. Rev. 
27C, 1480 (1083) 
J.D.StcvcnsoD e( a/., Phys. Rev. 
5g,515(lB84) 

i Electron neutrino mass > 0 l0-S0cV S. Boris tt at., Proc. HEP83 

13. liXPKRWiENTAL BRICK WALLS 

Throughout three- tcelnrra 1 hare listed Experimental Needs, these were needed im
provements or inventions in experimental and accelerator technology. 1 confined this list 
to (hose needs where I thought we had a hope or at least a prayer of making the im
provement or invention. Looking beyond this list there are further needs which I don't 
see any way of meeting, I call these Experimental Brick Walls. I conclude these lectures 
with these Drick Walls. Are these walls impenetrable Looking back on this list fifty 
years from now. one might find that some walls have been pushed down, some waits have 
been surmounted, and others may have turned out to be irrelevant. Here is the list. 
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13A. Laboratory Experiments on Gravitational Effects in Elementary Particle Interactions 

Preseti, day experiments on gravitation and relativity are directed towards the fol
lowing major areas. 

• Direct detection of gravitational radiation. The first object of such experiments is 
to test our current theory of gravity, but the major use of gravitational radiation 
detectors will be to do a new kind of astronomy. 

a Tests or general relativity theory, such as the Stanford gyroscope experiment. 

• Tests of l ie constancy of G, the inverse square law, and the equality of inertia] 
and gravitational mass. 

All these experiments are concerned with the classical behavior of the gravitational 
force, special relativity or general relativity. They are not concerned with quantum 
mechanical effects, nor with elementary particle effects. Yet they are already extremely 
difficult experiments. It appears to be impossible to do an experiment involving the 
interaction or individual elementary particles and the gravitational force. 

13B. Efficient Neutrino Detection 

Present methods for detection of neutrino? use the weak interaction and are extremely 
inefficient. We have no idea how to build a neutrino detector which will be small in size 
and have a high detection efficiency, of the order of 10%. Nor do we know how to 
measure the neutrino's energy in an efficient way. 

13C. Very Small Hadron Calorimeter 

The present technology of hadron calorimeters requires that the calorimeter's size be 
set by the strong interaction mean free path, Xjjnmj. This leads to very large general 
purpose particle detecto-s. We don't know how to build a hadron calorimeter with a size 
much smaller than \ttttmg-

I3D. Limits on Accelerator Energies 

As discussed in Sec.2, even our boldest dreams about new accelerator technology seem 
to limit « + e~ colliders to a maximum energy of 10 to 20 TeV. And it is very difficult 
to believe we can use known accelerator ideas, See.3, to extend pporpp coUiders beyond 
100 TeV. Note from Sec.3C that these are equal effective energies. Will we be able to 
build accelerators which exceed effective energies of 10 to 20 TeVT 
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I3E. Experimental Studies of the Continuous Nature of Space and Time 

All »ur conventional physics assumes that space and time are continuous. !s there 
an experiment which will test these assumptions for very small distances or very small 
times? And what does small mean here? 

1,1V, Do Elementary Particle t'benomena Ever Violate the RelativUtic 
Quantum Mechanics? 

There have been discussions of this, but h there ft fruitful experimental program for 
probing deeply iolo the validity of relativbtic quaatum mechanics in elementary particle 
physics? 
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